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Foreword
Dear Readers,
The editors of Jet Fuel Review are excited to present our 13th issue! For those of you
who are first-time readers of our journal, we are a student-run and faculty-advised literary
journal that publishes contemporary poetry, fiction, creative nonfiction, and artwork
each semester. Affiliated with Lewis University, located southwest suburbs of Chicago, the
editors of Jet Fuel Review are comprised of Lewis students, alum, and volunteers who all
share a passion for spreading literature and art to the world. This semester, we reached one
of our highest numbers of submissions as we read almost 500 different pieces in the span
of a couple months. The selection process was difficult as usual because while we received
a lot of fantastic work, we had to remain as curatorial as possible in order to publish the
highest-quality array of work that we can.
On the cover of this issue, you will notice a multimedia piece, “Street Scene: As the
Sun Sets,” by Damon Locks, a Chicago-based visual artist and musician. With several
other pieces of his featured within the issue, we are honored to publish his artwork this
semester which pays tribute to the city of Chicago as Locks uses realistic shots of everyday
life enmeshed with unique geometric lines and patterns in each piece to accentuate the
grid-system of the city. Locks renders the day-to-day life of real Chicago residents in their
habitual settings, highlighting the under-recognized beauty in the subtle and intriguing
nature of human beings’ routinized lives.
In the poetry section, we are honored to publish Cortney Lamar Charleston’s latest
work that uses basketball as a metaphor for growing up, along with the experimental
“loose cento-sestinas” of Roy G. Guzmán that are partly in Spanish. In the fiction section,
we have a wonderful piece by Alyssa Zaczek that details the life span of an arsonist with
fresh and captivating fire imagery and although we only have one nonfiction piece this
semester, we could not be more pleased to publish Arielle Silver’s lyric essay that uses
snapshots of a camping trip to describe the highs and lows of a marriage.
Last, but certainly not least, the editors are proud to present our second High School
Dossier in which we did a special call-out for high school student creative work. We
received high school student work from across the continent (we have writers from
Canada and India!) and while we appreciate the creativity and innovation of budding
writers and artists, we had to make sure that the work of these students is able to stand
against the work from the writers and artists in the other sections who been practicing
their craft for years. In our High School Dossier, we are very excited to debut many newly
published writers and artists while also having the opportunity to allow the young voices
of the world to be heard.
At Jet Fuel Review, the driving force of our publication is the quest to illustrate the
diversity of human beings through the mediums of art and literature which is what
we always keep in mind during our reading period. Human beings may be diverse in
terms of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, etc., but these unique traits help us better
understand exactly what it means to be human. With that being said, we hope you enjoy
the wonderful work in this issue as much as we do.
Read on,
Sam Gennett
And the Jet Fuel Review Editors
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POETRY

E. Kristin Anderson
Modified Mornings
Darling I got out
of that rusting miracle
beating too fast;
glancing back I know
that sinister slip
was a surge
of the skull
along toward
the horizon.
I dropped unease,
as if swallowed
like a schoolgirl
bent for rain, pretty,
checking the sky for rain.
This is an erasure poem. Source: King, Stephen. Christine. New York: Signet, 1983. 34-35. Print.
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E. Kristin Anderson
The whole place is falling in
Always poison ivy
the obscene tucked
into her purse
kneeling
always running always this
critical mass
her eyes said, slowly: This must be
the shadow.
It seems incredible, bleeding, surviving
sorta cute
that her life
had become hysterics,
the act of working blind, a handprint
shining (damn it) on the instant
of flashgun falling.
This is a found poem. Source material: King, Stephen. Carrie. New York: Anchor, 2011. 10-14. Print.
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Bianca Apato
Endings
A pair of moth wings flutter across the baseboard.
There’s dried vomit on the floor from the dog choking
on his fur. He’s dead now. Outside the kitchen window
a child plays house with a tattered voodoo doll.
You can’t take back something you never said,
i whisper to the rotten meat on my plate. The table
is full of it, but only my side grew ears. i smell mold
but can’t see it. It all looks the same anyway.
Are we really going to talk about this right now?
You carve sausage with a dirty knife, scrape the dust
off with soiled fingers. You just buried the dog. You
buried more than the dog. You slam down your fork.
i turn the volume up, escape and let the child fill the space—
she stabs the doll with a pin, laughs, dances on top of a soft grave.
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M.J. Arlett
Grandmother as Changing Seasons
A new season is coming, the mornings violet and velvet.
Leaf-mottled path, mahogany smell,
the draped skirts of rain trawling across the rooftops
and a fox knocks the dustbins over.
I wake, a sudden draft. Six months gone.
Summer has passed.
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M.J. Arlett
Fruit Bowl
Scalpelled from my thyroid, a stowaway
the size of a plum.
I always suspected my body was a garden.
Told, so often, all the ways I could be plucked
and eaten.
Logical, then, that I should harbour fruit.
After the surgeon’s harvest,
I hunted for edible scraps,
stopping everyone I met
to hold
their features
in my fruit-stained hands
Crabapple in my new love’s neck,
peach fuzz hair
on a baby cousin’s arm, and plums,
always plums,
swollen and juice-ridden,
good for sticky faces, best for gorging.
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Nicky Beer
Elegy
I never liked the dead boy.
When the accident happened,
he became our parents’ lessons
to us about being careful. They even
seemed to love him a little
for how useful he’d become.
I spent the school assembly
they gave him looking at the necks
of all the kids in front of me,
imagining a blue dot centered
on each one, like buttons
waiting to be jabbed.
The blow-up photo
had a dopey haze to it,
and he squinted back
at us as though through
a steambath of honey.
Everyone cried, even
the assistant principal he’d once
called a Bitch to her face.
Light peered through
the high windows’ mesh,
stopped short in midair, touching nothing
but a sullen ribbon
caught in the rafters,
dangling the rubber
of its spent balloon.
I already knew it
would never drop
in my lifetime.
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Nicky Beer
Kindness/Kindling
Everyone loved the girl whose house burned down. The number of party invitations must
have exhausted her, and we buried her under piles of new dolls and stuffed animals, which
must have made it difficult for her to love any one especially. She was gravely awarded first
sniff of the cherry magic marker. Class photo, front and center. Girl Whose House Burned
Down for class president, Girl Whose House Burned Down for hall monitor, Girl Whose
House Burned Down for kickball captain. We wished she’d broken her arm so that we might
have written ourselves on her, hearts for “i’s,” 4EVA—our names the last thing she’d see
before she fell asleep. We would have liked it if she could have trailed her char and sorrow
through our lives endlessly. But by the time her family got a new house, she’d already folded
back into us with little fanfare: mediocre Girl Scout, milk-spiller, spelling bee runner-up. Her
kitten sweatshirt came to seem slightly tacky, her understated lisp suddenly impossible to
ignore. Now and then we’d catch her face in the crowded bathroom mirror and shrug. Even
so, we could not help pressing our fingers into the soft bellies of our carnival bears, our thin,
dry voices whispering c-o-n-f-l-a-g-r-a-t-i-o-n.
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Nicky Beer
Nessun Dorma
The nurses’ station was an offstage quartet
endlessly tuning up
as the late night greased my forehead.
I counted the blue fermatas on his gown
until the numbers slurred.
Those hours were a beige braid of dementia
throughout which my grandfather
did not know my name, but cried out
help me help me help me
like the panicked bell of a buoy.
His ulcerous feet were propped and strapped
into quilted sheaths
like haughty coloraturas—
I was frightened by the ruin of his warped toes,
and because I was a coward, touched them.
I’d had terrible plans for the woman
in the framed Impressionist print above his bed,
her spattered face pinkly serene
over her piano, drawing out each note
she surrendered like a terrified wire.
You’re hurting me, no matter
how gently I held his hand—though he may
have been talking to the light
that had crawled from under the curtains
and door to warp his face.
The oldest story is someone waiting for dawn.
A mouth opens in a reverse aria:
the last music rushes in.
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Cortney Lamar Charleston
Dear Basketball
before Kobe Bryant
I must be a shorter man for never having played you well
enough. Height had to be the issue. I’m not sure if you recall,
but in Space Jam, Bill Murray said that Larry Bird wasn’t white,
he was clear. I’m not sure if anybody really buys that, but I see
his point—Bird was so damn good passing the ball he could
almost pass for black, if Indiana, the state, wasn’t suspect
in that way. I guess I’m trying to say that I’m not sure if
race matters in a place where nearly everybody looks
like me like with the NBA. Sure, there was Donald
Sterling, and still, a someone-like somewhere, but
that’s ownership, right? That’s not The Game, not
you who loves rims tightened to even odds; that
whole ownership dynamic just makes you one of us
in my eyes—we been there and done that and still that
in some ways, I hate to say it, to the law, but hopefully to
love, unconditional, like the way I feel for you, enough so
that I could write these few words that are still not poetry
enough to describe the electric shocks contorting Magic’s
face in such a way that it looks as if he’s happy when
he runs the fast break, or the move Michael makes
to break away from a defender, tongue out on the
takeoff in the lane, play-by-play on the radio as
we drive, my folks and me, past shirtless boys
playing on a public park court where somebody
might have died for something as meaningful as
looking in your direction with a twinkle in his eyes,
her eyes. Well, tell: when that happens, do you have
body enough to cry? Does your roundball head dribble,
have phantom pains when thinking of them like a foul
call that was a wrong call that cost your most favorite
team a crucial playoff game? But I guess that’d be a
choice then—since you are The Game, a small god
some of us pray to, fall prey to as we fall prey to
a world that don’t believe in you, statistical long
shot, quite the way we do and sometimes got to
just to survive all this and stave through: black
kids, block kids, short kids, tall kids, all kids that
are expected to fail as society designed for them to.
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Cortney Lamar Charleston
It Appears Somebody Has Lost Their Whole World
The wind stirs up a hiss with fallen leaves, dragging them
across the pavement like a knee, or an elbow, or a face.
Walk to the park, walk the playground and listen closely—
the swing set’s hinges sawing the silence in half, into a before
and an after, and yet there’s no laughter on the second side,
no sign of children at play, other than an echo, a sound-fossil
set upon a pendulum scheme that, too, will eventually pass.
Two questions need asking here. First: what happened
to all the little boys? Second: what did they do
to all the little girls and does anybody really care?
The tiny craters in the blacktop provide valuable clues,
argue, maybe, the boys finally became men, engorged
on an inner-fire like terminally ill stars, bloated, expanded
before exploding and cutting off electricity to the sky.
I can see it now: one fist becoming five unfurled fingers
constricting his throat like a boa or python, and from there,
the logical escalation, a move that took the whole world,
a galaxy into a hole not more than a few millimeters wide.
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Cortney Lamar Charleston
On Developing a Shooter’s Touch
My right arm straight, hand hieroglyphed at the wrist
in proper form: I watch the ball twist a gaping wound
through the stale gym air, cutting a pathway to the rim.
It was a moment of consequence.
Not to the world in any grand sense. Not to my team,
which probably lost the game. Not to all the parents
fencing the baselines as if boards of maple wood like
those composing the courts we were playing on. No,
it was significant to me, taught me something about
myself, showed me what I didn’t know rested deep
within me—
my stomach suspended in the vacuum
of my own surprise as I fell gracefully from the apex
of my jump, leaving fresh breaths untaken like a pick
from my teammate near the top of the key I bypassed.
Before anyone could confirm hit or miss of the target,
my coach rushed the floor in the middle of the chaos,
embraced me in an outpouring of pride, bringing my
tiny body into his chest like a lead bit, but I was still
in shock from the whole episode, the hoop vibrating
on its rusty screws from the blow of the ball, a sound
I interpreted as a metallic crying, a form of grieving.
The first shot is always out of character.
That’s what folks say on the news in all those on-scene
TV interviews; that’s what I know to be true, from firsthand experience, as well as the fact that if you’re any
good at it, you keep on shooting. Shooting. Shooting.
Shooting.
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Samantha Duncan
Caramelized Addiction
My lipstick tazes the air
while palms drum you
through stretched skin,
my invisible blood,
I spread cake batter
on the walls, ice the roof,
get ready. Pucker up
in my sugar womb
party. Who’d predict me
presenting so different
for nine months,
despite a face
of the same hue?
Once an artist,
now some kind
of casserole dish
placed just so,
layers that cannot
be scraped off.
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Samantha Duncan
Fire Engine Red
My Lipstick Doesn’t Go To Heaven,
But A Kiss From A Cloud Would Make A Cute Phone Background Photo.
Instead, a reminder
that Texas hills allow Freedom Of The Religion, an illusion
like a dog’s triumphant sprint at a fenced-in dog park. Fetch
some naughty, once in a while, keeps the skin warm and lucent.
I take my child to the midway, watch her aim merely for ducks
with a toy gun.
I would do a hand-stand in a dress, Were It Not For.
How we kid ourselves
by calling a violation a gaze and not the reverse,
by not using the bullets lodged in our mouths,
and instead wrap around the grit, imagine only the taste
of the bottoms of things.
The saving grace: that small window between old and young,
in which I’ll reverse psychology the city sidewalks, leave my red prints
on every building and sewer drain,
enough to blind them all.
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Jeannine Hall Gailey
Self-Portrait as Final Girl
With a torn t-shirt, sneakers and blood under my nails.
With a short haircut and an affinity for cars or nature.
Maybe I play guitar, or wear a whistle. I know
how to make noise. I know not to go with my boyfriend
to the cabin after dark. I’m always an orphan. I’m the brunette,
not the doomed blonde. I’m the one left to tell the story.
I’ve learned the ways of chainsaw and axe and long blade.
I don’t drink or smoke or wear too much eyeliner.
You know by the end I’ll be wearing something unlikely,
like rollerskates or a white nightgown, with no one left to save me.
I’ll trust my instincts and learn the trick to killing
the killer, the secret to seeing, finally, his scarred face
clearly. The secret to survival is never closing your eyes.
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Jeannine Hall Gailey
In the Movie of My Life
I’m a mutant girl growing up in an atomic playground,
playing tag with the children of nuclear physicists.
I talk to foxes in a magical, toxic forest.
As I grows older, I learns to hide myself
from malevolent thorns, radioactive waste, all the dangers
until boy meets girl. There is a love story. I flee the castle
to start my own glass kingdom by the sea.
Years of marriage don’t damage our DNA.
He learns to cook gluten-free blueberry crumb cake.
I dream of turning into swans, dragons, into ravens and hummingbirds.
In my dreams I always have wings. I become a poet.
The end, of course, is appropriately tragic. I end up pale
somewhere by the ocean, whispering goodbye.
He mourns my loss by playing eighties alternative music
against a montage of photographs of us laughing together.
He plants fields of mutated flowers in my memory.
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Stuart Greenhouse
Little Pebbles in the Sand
i. Ars Poetica
There is a flower. Right there. No, really. I mean it, right there. There isn’t? Ok, go get one from
outside, I’ll wait . . . Winter, well hell, I’m trying to write a poem here. Work with me a little.
ii. Ars Mimesis
As a wave is made of particles standing-still-with-the-idea-of-moving-forward, so the feeling
indeterminate between us could be words read or words thought or words written but not one then
the other any more than light can be thought of as sight holding still though it must be the essence
of trying, rippling along the seams of what is between us as if, by making the matter clear, it could
erase it.
iii. Ars Lyrica
[2] This is not math: a=b does not mean b=a. Saying the cat is a lamp does not mean the lamp is
also a cat; there is no coin, no transactional economy; nothing can be done if you don’t work with
me regardless; the lamp is a fresh-picked cornflower on your table-end; the cornflower still rooted
outside, you having walked home the other way.
[1] This is to say, there is no syllogistic fallacy. To say all tigers are cats, for example, is to say,
instantly and inevitably, that all cats are tigers. Progress by association not hierarchy and scales of
reference will mean as little to your intention as the scatter of wildflowers unnoticed last spring
when, hurrying by the unbuilt lot they’d burst from, you were still late to class.
[3] Therefore, saying a>b pretty nearly guarantees also that b>a, that a=b, and also that b=a; one
moment settled being all association needs; standing thoughtless in time, forgetful as to whether we
are coming or going, the cat idling between us and the cornflower, enormous as adolescence in the
indeterminate sun.
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´
Roy G. Guzman
Blood Fantasia
a loose cento-sestina
I am cosmically outrageous, a tragic orchestra. Mother dressed him in guavacolored lace crinolines and the silence of the orchid. His head, a smashed
piñata of bone and blood,
a country with 180,000 orphans, the irony
of barbed wire.
We step over the barbed wire into the pasture, outrageous
flowers as big as human / heads. The truth is you can be orphaned again
and again and again. Where my mother once peddled guavas,
she sat a small Dora piñata in her lap and read a piece about Freud’s Dora
case study of hysteria, putting the two Doras in dialogue with one another,
concealed among orchids of subtle idiosyncrasy.
In the orchid garden, winter
like a barbed-wire sash on a white gown for piñatas to line themselves up
in the snow. The outrageous Pentecostal rush: a flesh-pink guava
growing inside you. Pewter seedlings became moonlight orphans,
orphans are the only ones who get to choose their fathers—
the ghastly
orchid. I say guava and mean childhood stuck in a barb wire snare.
Outrageous
when I’m on the scene
so he’d get the first whack
at the piñata.
Well, what’s in the piñata? they asked.
This orphan,
this foundling, this outcast.
Outrageous
when I’m at a party,
my hot mouth for an orchid. No bars, no barbed wire, no pulping
of books—
the guava of independence.
Pyramids of onion, guava,
melon—all defy.
Flare like a shocked piñata crisscrossed the sky
like barbed wire.
The Baudelaire orphans climbed aboard, widemouthed orchids.
Bibliography is outrageous.
Poor little orphan boy
of five: The haunches of dead lovers gleam
as clear in skulls as in
the orchid’s velvet crust. Outrageous / when I
move
my body—.
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Roy G. Guzman
´
Lines in "Blood Fantasia" taken from...
Vicente Huidobro’s Altazor.
William H. Dickey’s “The Egoist.”
Billy Collins’s “Silence.”
Judy Brown’s “The Piñata.”
“Las Chavas,” a prose piece by Spencer Reece, in Poetry Magazine: https://www.
poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/articles/detail/70185.
Yusef Komunyakaa’s “Envoy to Palestine.”
James Wright’s “A Blessing.”
Jane Kenyon’s “Peonies at Dusk.”
Chuck Palahniuk’s novel, Survivor.
Richard Blanco’s “The Island Within.”
An interview with Jennifer Tamayo: http://depauliaonline.com/2015/02/09/artist-jennifertamayo-talks-dora-the-explorer-and-dreamers/.
Pablo Neruda’s “The Men.”
Teow Lim Goh’s “Black Orchid.”
Rick Barot’s “On Gardens.”
Roberto Harrison’s “[4, 2].”
Norman Cameron’s “Naked Among the Trees.”
Sandra M. Castillo’s “Letter to Yeni on Peering into Her Life.”
Eavan Boland’s “Domestic Violence.”
Adam Johnson’s novel, The Orphan Master’s Son.
Sylvia Plath’s “Fever 103°.”
Chris Abani’s “Sanctificum.”
Sylvia Plath’s “Daddy.”
Britney Spears’s song, “Outrageous.”
Dean Young’s “Sean Penn Anti-Ode.”
Natalie Diaz’s “No More Cake Here.”
Victor Hugo’s novel, The Hunchback of Notre Dame.
Safiya Sinclair’s “How to be an Interesting Woman: A Polite Guide for the Poetess.”
Czeslaw Milosz’s “Incantation.”
Victor Hernández Cruz’s “Airoplain.”
Maurya Simon’s “Russell Market.”
Lee Herrick’s “How to Spend a Birthday.”
Bruce Weigl’s “Song of Napalm.”
Lemony Snicket’s A Series of Unfortunate Events.
Claude McKay’s “After the Winter.”
An interview with C. Dale Young on Divedapper.com: https://www.divedapper.com/
interview/c-dale-young/.
Edgar Albert Guest’s “The Little Orphan.”
Anne Higgins’s “Georgia O’Keeffe Looks Over Her Shoulder.”
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Roy G. Guzman
´
Las Criadas
a loose cento-sestina
I’ve seen a virgin on her knees
feeling around in the mud, / as if
for a child. All bleach burns
down the hard hardwood
of middle-America’s free will
in a shroud of tortilla
the maid brought
green mangoes, salt, a type of / bread.
The poem as hotel maid.
Virgin married to the welfare
and the tribe of tortilla chips -and-salsa lovers. If our mothers
are mud
where else in all America are we so symbolized
in bleach cream / creamy spin.
A spiritual home, this bleach taste
in the waterglass.
You got maids that have longevity
beyond what you ever conceived of
in your wildest dreams.
The pure products of America / go crazy—
¡ay, virgen, yo no sé hablar!
My ungainly body stumping
over the mud flats with a look of transformation
porque hay pocas
cosas en el mundo que unas tortillas de harina
no puedan curar.
To the west, crossers lift the tortilla
one hairpin, a bottle
of / bleach, a switchblade
and a jar of Vaseline. Over the mud
floor of a barrio Saturday night
where they manufacture old maids
blood on the Virgin, behind the veils,
America never was
America to me.
We are not hostages, America—
face of the tortilla
of coins for the ferryman
& La Virgen burning. Bleach
disguised the glistening corpus.
To play a maid, she must put on
an accent her family lost a generation ago.
Walls shiver,
the old house caulked with mud.
All around me was black mud
and the people
all looked as if they had been made up out of the black mud.
It wasn’t our American terrorists. The maid was in the garden
stacking a freshly made batch of tortillas into a neat pile. Only the sun
will bleach his bones quicker little virgin,
fitted out in white / behind the glass.
Virgin of naming
and renaming places
in between: I’ll bleach them
and hang them in the sun
as we tear the tortilla
and wipe the plate clean.
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Roy G. Guzman
´
Lines in "Las Criadas" taken from...
Tato Laviera’s “my graduation speech.”
Jennifer Givhan’s “Sin Vergüenza (Como los Pájaros).”
Barbara Jane Reyes’s “[galleon prayer].”
Amy Clampitt’s “Athena.”
Juan Felipe Herrera’s “Blood on the Wheel.”
Emilia Phillips’s “Dream of the Phone Booth.”
Josephine Jacobsen’s “Virgin in Glass.”
Lenelle Moïse’s “mud mothers.”
James Tate’s “Fuck the Astronauts.”
Anne Carson’s “The Glass Essay.”
Jamaica Kincaid’s short story, “What I Have Been Doing Lately.”
Jay Wright’s “Boleros 14”
Louise Erdrich’s “Family Reunion.”
Khadijah Queen’s “__________ my loved blacknesses & some blacknesses I knew.”
Karen Solie’s “Bitumen.”
Kevin Young’s “Negative.”
Jane Kenyon’s “Not Here.”
Audre Lorde’s “Power.”
Warsan Shire’s “The House.”
C. Dale Young’s “Corpus Medicum.”
Saadi Youssef ’s “America, America.”
Langston Hughes’s “Let America Be America Again.”
Amy Lowell’s “The Congressional Library.”
Ada Limón’s “Roadside Attractions with the Dogs of America.”
Amiri Baraka’s “Somebody Blew Up America.”
William Carlos Williams’s “To Elsie.”
Ray Gonzalez’s “Praise the Tortilla, Praise Menudo, Praise Chorizo.”
Emmy Pérez’s “The River on Our Face.”
Amit Majmudar’s “Twin Gluttons.”
Gary Soto’s “Ode to La Tortilla.”
Article titled, “Rising price of tortillas piles pressure on Mexico,” written by Jude Webber,
published here: https://www.ft.com/content/d2b73384-d7c1-11e6-944b-e7eb37a6aa8e
Sherman Alexie’s novel, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian.
Catalina Aguilar Mastretta’s novel, Todos los días son nuestros.
Constance Urdang’s “The Old Maid Factory.”
Two interviews with actress Lupe Ontiveros:
Mireya Navarro’s “Trying to Get Beyond the Role of the Maid; Hispanic Actors Are Seen
as Underrepresented, With the Exception of One Part.”
Alison Bryce’s “Latina Actress Aims to Break Maid Stereotype.”
Carolyn Forché’s “The Colonel.”
Mother Goose’s “Sing a Song of Sixpence.”
Lisa Alvarado’s “Anthem.”
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Noor Hindi
At a Coffee Shop in Akron
You should see the way
we carry our shame. Over
cherry-rose tea and iced
coffee, Vysh and I throw our
wounds onto this scratched
wooden table. She –
postmarked from Sri Lanka.
Me – postmarked from
Palestine. We – immigrant to
both the U.S and our
home countries. But where do we
belong? I ask her.
Between my father’s shattered
Palestinian history
and her mother’s tongue speaking
Tamil, a language
lost to Vysh, we try to become
unapologetic
women – grow into the people
we want to be. I crush
an ice cube between my teeth
pretend I’m breaking
through a cultural barrier. We will
find our own beauty
despite living between two cultures
two separate
expectations that shout and shout and
shout.
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Noor Hindi
Attempt #1
I was that orange firecracker that shot
itself to the moon, then landed in the palms
of your hands. It was the fourth of July. I was all body & breast. & you kept asking me
to
say something in Arabic
but I couldn’t stop listening to the sound of your
skull
roaring
through your skin.
when life becomes blurry
cuddle with the nearest object, which is to
say
overindulge. so what if
you’re the firewood I used to burn
my
obedience? I peeled
18 years off my skin
Muslim girl
& you popped me
like those blueberry flavored boba pearls you always said
you
loved.
they want to whisk the lust from my lips,
beat the alcohol from my stomach,
teach me how to not
desire
other women
how to
rebuild
gardens of shame
in my body. Instead,
I dug my nails into
this broken culture, ran to the closest
sparkler, then lit it with a
hungry tongue. I
carved my own scripture onto
this stomach. nothing has ever felt
holier.
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James Croal Jackson
They’re Called Background Actors Not Extras
after the zebra slate’s commanding snap
after the boom mic’s silent rise into air
anything you say
anything you say
the sweaty room of crew and producers
you wish you were
alone you wish you weren’t
outside you are another beggar
in costume sun blazing straw skin
clomping over painted stars bearing every name but yours
adorn yourself in gold
mascara gold vests gold jeans
walk through cities
you might end up on tv once

twice

there’s that sad

again

gold man

on one of those summer movie nights at Hollywood Cemetery
the ground will open up
all those bone hands will clap
for that great feature in the sky
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Alyson Miller
Flight
There is traffic mobbed across the bridge, the one that almost gave up before it
was finished, the steel mass of its belly kissing into the soft mud of the
riverbanks. Vivisected by the geometry of iron and concrete, cables and girders
cut into the sky as cars and trucks crawl towards the fume-soaked darkness of
the tunnel, nose to tail like animals sniffing and nudging their way into the
bowels of the ark. The heat is as combustible as tempers and kindling, the
promise of a southerly as distant and foreign as flight. At the apex, a man stands
against the railing, holding a doll-small girl over the smack of water below, both
as still as the instance between heartbeats. It seems a cruel game until the drop,
the tiny body trapped in that liminal space between falling and landing, a time
that is both forever and nothing. As he returns to the car, arms emptied, there is
only the screaming of gulls, and the weight of breath held, of pulses thrashing
against throats and wrists.
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Alyson Miller
Plums
Not the ones from the poem, in an icebox, but those from a friend, a delivery in
sag-heavy cardboard, nestled among zucchini and spinach like Langshan fowl
eggs. Her garden spat forth like some biblical orgy while ours, wind-whipped and
paved with tiles and tin, only gasped with the dead choke of weeds. The plum
flesh was thick and dark, the skin glaucous; chewing the meat as though eating
some animal, gnawing a finger through to the knuckle-ribbed bone. It reminded
me of that time cutting pomegranates, the knife that slipped across the redpurple rind and into my finger, carving away the wet tip that scattered with the
gem seeds like a mock sarcotesta. Stains that might have been blood or juice
wouldn’t wash out from your shirt or that porous spot on the bench; but thrown
out on the grass, birds pecked clean the fibrous white guts of the fruit.
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Alyson Miller
Rush
It’s hard not to imagine the time-locked moments of those two spaces: the first,
the seconds after the car tore a road past the crumbled jetty end, hovering for
only nine thousand million periods of radiation of the caesium atom before
collapsing against the surface of the sea like a drunk into uncertain liquid
dreams. The second, those minutes during equalization as the water chugged
into the passenger space and the open mouths of children wrapped safety-tight
in booster seats, cocooned from oncoming traffic but not the madness of a driver
who could not block the sirens from his ears. And afterwards, beneath the neatly
geometrical phrases of newspapers and journalists, an image: their tiny bodies
crammed full of ocean, floating as though bottled, arms raised towards the
screaming of tyres and gulls and tourists, the red wet sacks of their lungs
exploding with salt and fear.
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Bridget O'Bernstein
Princess
Katy leans forward, the room dark behind her. The black door to my room is shut.
She tells me, It’s never going to feel any different than this. I lean my head back against
the burned raspberry bed frame. I look up at her. I say, I don’t think I can. She tells
me I don’t have to.
I see a child squeak down a silver slide in winter. Her powder purple sneakers
bang together. She gets up, touches her mama’s back in the middle. Mama turns.
Mama hasn’t fallen down the stairs yet. Mama’s face is unscarred. There is blank white
skin where there will be mulberry bruises & sixty yellow stitches that look like wire.
I begin to tug at my hair. I tug my hair out by its threads. Katy stays with me.
I tug them out. Some are yellow but mostly they are brown & black & silver.
She braids them into rope. I tug them out by the fistful. Katy braids them into a rope
faster than I can tug them out of me & throws the rope out my window.
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Bridget O'Bernstein
Madness
I get mad at Katy. The mountains grow spiny blue in the distance. I tell her
I am mad because I love her. Children in Tennessee fall from a Ferris Wheel,
their gilt braids flying upwards. She nods, lets me go. I go rocketing off into the sky.
My anger carries me not very far. I buy a bag of bread & a box of toothpicks.
I buy a rocking chair. I come back to Katy, holding them out. She takes them
& takes me in.
We go to a party that night dressed all in black. We could be any age
here, but we are older. I lean over Katy with an apple in my mouth, offering
it to her. She moves to bite it out of my mouth, extends her long white neck.
Her black beads swing down with a noise like falling water. The moment where
we are both locked on to the fruit, I can hear her heart beating in the apple.
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Richard T. Rauch
Urban Micro-Archaeology
As enthusiasm reigned,
it began to wane.
Old doubts arose anew,
insinuating
new vagaries into worn
fallacies, fresh rot
into each crevice
of every wooden fence built
to hedge against excuses
long dormant, now revived,
each cockeyed picket
straying from the line,
casting incongruities
over a city’s
mixed-modern menagerie:
a playground, for example,
where feral cats starve,
romping away their last days
caterwauling and scratching
through a kiddie-less milieu
of sandboxes gone,
at last, to scat, hard shit
cradled in wild paw prints
hard pressed into soft sand.
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Martha Silano
Dear Sei Shonagon,
You say aster, say crane’s bill, say lavender,
but not iris. I say reticulated, bearded.
You say a sword with decorated scabbard.
I say I am that wind on the corner of K and New York,
but all our disappointments fit on a single shelf,
but both of us are drawn to a small wooden bench.
Delayed Lyft, forgetting to knot the end
of the thread: you set your alarm to radio,
awaken to static, hit reply-all by mistake,
talk and talk to someone asleep
while Siri leads me to a cul de sac, barks
proceed to the route. We shoot arrows
in the wrong directions; in a crowded room
our child blurts fuck! I’m thankful for what
you taught me: no one should be groped
while wearing a blue-jean gown, to be told
you weren’t hired to be a secretary; no one turns
a girl into a grab bag, moves on her like a bitch.
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Martha Silano
If an iron fence is a paragraph,
then a sentence is my tenth grade biology teacher’s smile, the patchy black
beard attempting to cover the acne of his youth. None of us had been to Selma,
but in his classroom we were his mama’s collards and buttery grits, each of us
gifted a middle name, Mae, some small sense of growing up in the South, though
not a word about being black in a mostly white town. If the fence is a part, his
smile is a piece of that part, then the correct answer on the test he’s about to give
is the opposite of We shall overcome, the road to success pretending a darkskinned teacher was nothing novel in Metuchen in 1976.
Such a messy lab! Closets cluttered with dusty, unlabeled jars. Ungainly worms,
fetal pigs floating in formaldehyde. It hardly seemed possible—all that inherited
toxicity, so many potential explosions, bonafide cross-bone warnings on coffeecolored jars. Calves brains, no less. Glass shards showering our desks on Grove
Ave. just past the trestle bridge oozing tar on hot afternoons, a rare patch of
woods, tadpoles languidly swimming in small pools along the tracks. Thirteen
years of public schooling, and I’m ashamed how little I know of The Civil War, its
win/lose/win/lose/win/lose course. If an iron fence is anything, it ends with a who
sat on a swinging gate, a which kept the truth from silently slipping in.
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Analicia Sotelo
Trauma with a Second Chance at Humiliation
You remind me of a man I knew at sixteen.
Every afternoon,
I climbed the stairs to see him,
my copy of The Sound and the Fury clutched to my chest,
my hands fluttering with nerves.
When he said, She was his whole world,
about Caddy’s kindness to Benji,
I thought How Beautiful,
the clocks stilling and the field widening—
his oblong figure behind the tree.
I drew eyes in my notebooks that year,
wet lashes, dense pupils.
Also his figure—slender, awkward, geometric.
~
He
liked teasing me
and also a few others. But only I
read his copy of The Dialogues.
As I read, I felt him look.
At night, I traced his scribbled notes with my finger.
~
Eight years later,
I find a man who resembles him.
It’s your encyclopedic mind.
It’s the strangeness of your features.
It’s the way you hold the burnt sugar to my mouth
to taste, then pull it away, eager for
my caramelized reaction.
~
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Isn’t it delicious?
There’s always going to be someone
willing to give a spoonful
of their attention. The trick
is to recognize the conversation
will run out, right into
I’m sure we’ll run into each other sometime.
~
That was in the bookstore,
the last time I saw him.
Now you are a page I read
while holding my breath. I’ll turn you
into something else, a footnote
of a person. Like I was
sitting next to you
on our friend’s couch,
your hand on my thigh for several seconds.
You said it—Do you want me to cook for you?
as if you could promise that and more.
~
To admit I love you would be to admit
I love ideas more than men,
myself even less than ideas.
The thin line of your mouth,
I could have held it down, erased the
I didn’t mean to make you think so.
~
What you don’t say is an iris
locked in a container.
What I don’t say is an iris
burning wildly over a pool of water.
I want you to take yours out.
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Show it to me, please.
See how an object can change
when a new person wants it.
~
To divulge is dangerous, but it’s also chimerical.
One side of me says, Destroy.
The other, Be Gentle.
Now this pool of water is a platonic eye
that avoids attachment
by rippling away.
These ashen petals: the expectation
that you’ll understand intuitively
what has taken me years to describe.
~
I’m open to ridicule.
I can let this go.
But just so you know,
after school, it was like this:
I sat on the desk,
we talked and talked.
You could say it was nothing,
the windows fogged with winter,
the trees outside
like the shadows of a bad idea
going brittle.
It does matter.
I don’t have to tell you why.
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Mark Tardi
From "Attribution Error"
“If there be any art in the weathers of this earth. Or char these
bones to coal. If you can, if you can. A blackened rag in the rain.”
–Cormac McCarthy, Suttree
As ridiculous as writing a postcard to her cat
these were bodies like mismatched socks
a kind of furniture
no more holdable than the wind
frying onions, diesel oil, the sea itself
waiting to carry out the inevitable
or a hundred other lies
like the moon
like intestinal love
howling across the zero between waking and sleep

the same cross-ply screwdriver
with the weight of a table over their heads
interconnecting tubes, tubes respected or
distorted, curiously cut open, inflected
outside the bare acoustics
in soft-shoe trance
its neural depths, its stages, layers and folds
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Mark Tardi
From "Attribution Error"
You sleep everywhere, in the ashes, under the
kitchen sink, the bar stool, frayed quilts,
small ridges and spines that contort into
outgoing roads of their liking
just as easily vegetable or mineral
floating through bandied shadows
neither hero nor insect,
a series of timed cries, stumbles
hard-pressed to preserve dignity
the pulse drum of the irrevocable act
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Florence Weinberger
Still Life with Apples
windfall apples withering to brown
before they can be culled
sauced or clumped
with drooping hyacinths
blue grapes and melting pears
amassed for the palette
as if the color of rotting
will hold still
they painted the putrid, prettied
the bloody bandages
with skill the sickly smells
emanated off the canvas
you could inhale Van Gogh’s
unwashed peasants but never
Rothko’s stacked colors yet
each in their aching ways
could crack you
make it new, Pound said, as if
we grow in each succeeding era
an impervious skin an armor
for the horror and so for the lone
wolf and the black-clad teen-ager
with the weaponized vest we must
learn anew how to paint
a perishing beauty
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Jeff Whitney
Natural History
I knew a man who went around the world
renaming everything. The prune became
fingertip, the verb feed became immerse.
I have never seen anything that wasn’t
what it wasn’t. The wind chime announcing
the next thing. Some pull away from pleasure
dropping blinds, taking off their high heels
and lip stick, kissing the air like a greasy
hamburger stays on the lips. After the full belly
the empty belly. Thus the cycle of hungry
not hungry, thus what we want is not always
what we need. There will never be another pyramid
but we have so many. Never another Van Gogh
but there are caves where dead buffalo
still walk, large as a child’s idea of kings,
small men blown in charcoal holding spears
or playing drums, a village on fire, maybe
the moon like the underside of a coin
left on the eyes of an emperor. And if
that’s not enough. If we diminish from
too much hunger, we will eat hunger
too. We will call it bright blessing,
gazelles roaming freely over the country
of our bodies no word or song could contain.
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Jeff Whitney
Small X
My god has always been a question
getting smaller every day. When I die,
I hope it will be the size of a mosquito’s dream.
Until it is easier to imagine war with bombs of cotton
candy. Until the herds of buffalo become sick
of licking the same tumbleweed.
Phil says some nights I am a girl
with a frog in one hand and knife in the other.
A child in a book who turns a dandelion into
sugar. All that something turned something
else. Then. And then. And then what’s left
is the voodoo man pinned inside you
where so much depends on the physics of rivers,
the theory and practice of shattering. Clusters of
dead animals in little piles on a playground
where once there was no forest and once
a dead man kissed the back of someone’s hand
like it was the best he could do, hoping for rain,
something to give our nothing lives something
that could fall and later ascend, soul-like, as
nothing. Give me that fogged up heaven,
those mountains breaking down like a man
wrapped in snakes repenting for everything
he hasn’t done. Give me a coffin and an ideology to fill it.
Flowers in the infirmary, moths shooting out our sleeves.
The dead are a river we’ll step in once. I am painting
a red string along the wall and calling it
my country. A bird’s foot, a small X
in god’s registry. Somewhere we are somewhere
else. Turning the pages of the book about how lovely
sometimes it is to be scattered, old boat in storm,
a name written on a fogged-up mirror. My glow
fish. My triumphant. Oh my sweet sweet boy.
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Jeff Whitney
White Wedding
Recall the lesson: you could live a thousand years
and if you do it wrong, each one will matter less
than a whale song at Sea World or what I said
one morning at the zoo to a very distinguished
penguin or what I said to the empty open eyes
of the dead stranger I found. The dream is always sad
no matter the country. It’s all wrong and then it’s all wrong
again: the audience on stage and the actors
clapping at the dark, a thirty-year old pitching a perfect game
to drunk children. Say you want a different story.
The boot never falls and you’re making a home
where the baseballs fly over the fence and land in the backyard
of heaven, flower-adjacent. Where they say there is no grief
in an empty pocket. I once placed a call to nowhere
and my dead friend picked up. He told me
to love the smallest thing. Dr. Skipper, Royal Crown, American
Busch. Throats of flowers opened into baby
raptors. Lovely to think someone, even now, is singing
it’s a nice day to start again. Heaven is a Place on Earth.
If you have an empty pocket, you have nothing to lose.
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Kelley White
Cleave
unto one another ‘til the cleaver
thunks into the blemished skin we share
and I am revealed in the pit of bone
the blade rebounds from inside you, stone
and you are broken. Embraced we are two
kinds of mineral. Our split from above
a crevice in ice, my granite grain through
braiding your Wissahickon schist, shoving,
cracking, rubbing sharp edged against the truth
of hardness, of your dry skin, that thick bark
harsh, oak or maple, scraping off
birch thin paper, sap sealing, healing both
in a new grafting, a scion, your dark
strange flower, my blossom, my seed-filled fruit.
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Kelley White
Grave
That moment when gravity becomes repulsive
and you lift to watch your body from the ceiling bulb-body, empty husk, body, only one life to climb
the spirit air, one shadow to shift and wait above-See how she cries on the bed, see her two hands
lift to her mouth as if to pull the soul from her face,
but the soul does not hear, it has left her and lingers
with the eyes of the ancestors, each with a finger
to her lips as the man pulls up his trousers and walks
away
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ART

Mervyn John
Brock
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Cierra
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Damon Locks
The City City
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The Public Transport
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Street Scene: The Downtown Area
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Street Scene: People On the Ground Level
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Street Scene: As the Sun Sets
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Lorette C. Luzajic
The Becoming of the World
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Do Not Love Me So Fiercely When You Know You Are Not Sure
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How to Do It
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The Savouring of Small Amusements
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Jean Wolff
BeeLine
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Smalldot
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Prism
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Jenn Powers
Departing Atlantis
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Jenn Powers
The Unborn Child
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FICTION

Alex Evans
To Sam, PO Box 1374
I.

Four years ago, I fell asleep on the floor of a post office. It was unseasonably chilly
outside, and I’d been drawn to the bright lights like a covetous magpie. Between two rows
of silver boxes, I laid myself out on the linoleum. I was a fluorescent sunbather. I was
drunk.
You were the one who woke me. We will call you Sam, but I do not know your name.
You were kind when you did it, tender, like my mother. You gave me a hand up, dusted off
my back, even asked if you could help me home. I should have thanked you, but I did not.
I took off, not looking back to see whether you watched me go.
I think I was an asshole, since I never saw you again. I must have given you quite
a start, an unexpected body blocking the path to your letters. Looking back on it, I
sometimes wonder if you were there at all. It seems fitting to imagine a moment of
karmic importance, a kindness shunned that could explain the downfall that was to
come. Perhaps it was my own hand that wiped the floor-muck from my back under the
scorching lights.
In the weeks following the post office incident, I often had the feeling of a presence
lurking just shy of my periphery. The morning after I broke my ankle, I swore I
remembered something moving to my left just before I tumbled. In the coffee shop when
the girl I’d been seeing told me she’d rather not see me, I thought I saw you there, though I
don’t remember your face.
The night my grandfather passed, my father had a laundry list of names to blame.
The nurse was the first to hear it, the threat of legal action, but the doctor would shortly
follow along with everyone else at the hospital. My grandmother, delirious with dementia,
was treated to a tirade on how she never gave her husband any space, how her constant
nagging had finally killed him. She’d started sobbing, and my father was escorted from the
premises.
When things fall apart, we all search for the kindling after the fire. My father never
found it, and the night of the funeral, he wept into a whiskey glass, fearing that the pain
he’d attributed to others was of his own making. When I stumbled back to the post office,
night after night, I can’t rightly say whether I intended to beg your forgiveness or try to
fight you. Either way, I never found you there.
II.

It’s odd to come back to the post office now, as if I’ve happened into the setting of a
recurring dream while wide awake. I run my hands across the worn keyholes. Nothing
seems to have changed. When the bell above the door jangles behind me, I shudder,
but it is not nighttime, it is not strange to not be alone. I steady myself and turn, almost
expecting to see a familiar face, maybe even yours. The girl is a stranger who returns my
startled gaze only for a moment before disappearing behind the display of Priority Flat
Rate boxes.
I thumb through my keychain, absentmindedly searching for the familiar combination
of teeth that opens Box 1374, a key which has been missing from the ring for some time
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now. I like to imagine that you took up residence in that slot the day I left it, watching over
it, keeping it safe, the same way you took care of me.
The woman behind the counter asks if she can help me. I wish.
I stammer a response, wishing my dilemma were something that could be easily solved
with a sheet of stamps or a quote on overnight shipping. I buy the stamps anyway. As I push
through the heavy doors out into the blinding sunlight, I am already balling up them in my
pocket. I don’t send letters anymore.
At the hotel bar that evening, I gaze out the window on the haunting lights of the town.
It isn’t late, but I’d already finished a bottle of wine, my plans to have a quick drink before
dinner having blossomed into a three hour vigil. I must be nervous. The sounds of a jazz
trio come muffled from the private patio. I pay for the bottle and leave, bracing myself
against the late autumnal chill as the door swings shut behind me.
III.

If you were to come to 461 South Magnolia Street, you might think you were at the
wrong address. I promise, this is where I live now. My apartment is on the second floor
facing the street. I have a coffee pot, a microwave, a toaster. In the bedroom there’s an alarm
clock set the correct time, and the bathroom is well stocked with toilet paper. This place
bears all the trappings of normalcy and functional existence. Each morning before the
sun peaks above the opposing buildings, I wake in darkness to wash the previous night’s
creeping darkness from my back, brush away the scent of whiskey. By the time the streets
fill with traffic, I’m Mr. Business-Casual, polished shoes, stomach full of whole grain cereal,
taking the same well-trodden route each morning to the subway station.
There’s a subtle joy to be found in these repeated movements. Watching water boil,
each bubble breaking the surface in succession, it seems as if it were a dance carefully
choreographed months before. I hit the alarm in just the same manner each morning,
leaving a patina of fingerprints just so on the snooze button. It is from these motions that I
reassemble myself.
Even on the clearest nights, the city sky was a reflection of the illuminated darkness
below it—cloudy, uniform, flat. Last winter, I dreamt of galaxies and awoke to the dusty
curtain smothering the heavens. In that suspended nighttime, I made the decision and
bought the ticket. Back to the post office, back to the night sky, back to you.
IV.

The bottle of wine was a prudent choice. My body is fortified from the cold in a way
I had not anticipated. I have no destination in mind, but nevertheless, I opt to take the
long way of getting there. Each corner I turn brings back memories of skidding bike tires,
another skinned knee, raw knuckles. Were you there then too, Sam, night after night, face
obscured by the rain, keeping my unprotected skull from shattering against the curb? In
the distance, the jazz band strikes up an old favorite. In spite of my resolute aimlessness, my
feet find a familiar path, ending at the unlocked door the mustard-toned building that had
once been my home.
I climb the stairs two at a time. How is it that time never manages to erode the smells
of places? The hallway smells damp and piney, same as it did the day I moved in, like a
forest after the rain, a raw scent bisected by the biting citrus of whatever solvent had been
scrubbed into the worn floorboards. I sway, the combination of the swift ascent, the wine,
and the heady odor stopping me in my tracks. At the end of the hall was a window, as
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resolutely sealed to the outside world as it had been four years earlier.
As I stood, attempting to ground myself in the moment, I see it all again. Me, bursting
from a doorway on the right, reeling, drunk, upset. Sprinting towards the window. I’d
wanted to jump, to burst forth in a shower of glass, to fly if only for a moment before
shattering on the concrete below. I’d fallen suddenly ten feet from the window, breaking
my ankle and narrowly avoiding fracturing my skull against the exposed brick wall. Later,
I swore to my friends that I’d seen something moving out of the corner of my eye just
moments before I fell. Was the half liter of cheap vodka the only force pushing me to the
floor, or was it you that tripped me just short of my destination?
V. Friends
My father’s handwriting was bombastic, full of loops and jagged edges, a combination
of large and small printed capital assaulting their way across the inner flap of a birthday
card. My mother must have chosen the card, instructed him to write it, told him to be
nice. I knew that, but it was still a shock to see the lines of block text, the looping D at the
beginning of his signature: Dad.
I stood pondering the short lines, trying to imagine his lips forming the words that
sounded too sincere to be his. The last time I’d seen him, a month prior, it had been like the
interrogation scenes in cop shows. His larger form occupied most of the space opposite me
in booth of the diner, for him, two cream, one sugar, for me, black. He’d upraised me like
a miserly jeweler, taking in the bedraggled bandage over my ankle, the outline of my ribs
through the threadbare t-shirt.
The questions he asked were all quantifiable, as if, given the correct data set, he could
extrapolate whether I constituted an acceptable child. I can see then, why it was so
frustrating for him that his queries were greeted with a series of “I don’t know”s and “I
guess so”s, each one less sure than the last.
Are you getting enough sleep?
I don’t know.
What do you mean?
I don’t know. Does anyone get enough sleep?
Have you been eating?
Yeah—
You look thin.
I— I guess so.
Where do you spend most of your time?
In my room, or, at the post office.
Who are you writing letters to?
It was here that I paused. He was right. Any regular at the post office ought to be
someone with many correspondences, and yet in the face of simple question I was at a loss
for who drew me back to my letterbox day after day. How could I explain that I’d fallen
asleep there once, that when I’d awoken and hurried away, it felt as if I’d left something
behind, that, with each renewed visit, I was searching in vain for something unknown and
yet vitally important? I sighed, resigning myself to the lie.
Oh, you know. Just friends.
VI.
As the glass door swung shut behind me, the distant horn solo of “Take the A-Train”
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was abruptly cut off. The post office was empty now. The fluorescent lights emitted a low
hum above me. My shadow appeared monstrous on the pull down screen of the cashier’s
window. I beat the familiar path back to the P.O. boxes, stopping again across from the
tarnished number: 1374. I leaned back, allowing my back to slide down the wall, the cool
metal of the boxes cutting through my damp jacket. A childlike shadow sloped across the
wall, briefly caught in the glow of a streetlight in the neighboring alley. I caught my breath,
thinking in spite of myself that it might be you.
I lingered there until the jazz died down and the sounds of traffic stopped. The town
was profoundly still. Through the window, I could see only a sliver of sky populated with
more stars than I’d seen in years.
Mind drifting towards a wine addled sleep, I imagined the post office as a lighthouse,
illuminated day and night, always open, warm in the winter, cool in the summer, a
steadfast and true navigational monument, the only star in the center of the darkened
town. Sam, would that have made you the lighthouse keeper?
VII.
I wake up with a start. The stars are gone, as is the silence. The sun is streaming
through the window of the post office. The faint burble of traffic, early morning joggers,
and rustling trees. My neck aches, and as I reach back to massage it, I feel the imprint of
a keyhole pressed into the skin. So much for that hotel room. I hobble to my feet, temples
pounding. Too much wine. The postal worker from the previous day appears around the
corner.
“Oh good, you’re up!”
I attempt a smile and muster a grimace.
“Rough night?”
“You could say that. What time is it?”
“It’s just past seven, honey. You been here all night?”
“Yes—yes. I think so. I’m sorry. I just came in for a rest, but I must have drifted off.”
“You weren’t the first, and I’m sure you won’t be the last. People seem to end up here all
kinds of ways. You got a place to go?”
I hesitate. I have plenty of places to go. A paid room at the hotel barely a block away, a
rental car in the parking lot, an apartment back in the city, but somehow none of them feel
nearly as familiar or safe as the worn linoleum and numbered boxes of the old post office.
The door jangles, and the woman disappears back behind the counter. I sigh, grateful
to no longer be on the spot. I step out from behind the rows of mailboxes and step towards
the doors for the last time. Hand on the bar, I look back at the woman, now merrily going
through various tiers of shipping rates. I nod my thanks, and her eyes sparkle back at me.
VIII.
When the cab drops me back at the corner of Elm and Magnolia, I find myself
unwilling to walk the block to my doorstep. I stand rooted to the cracked concrete, light
drizzle peppering my thin coat until it is soaked through. I feel silly, unsure why I took the
trip at all. Was it worth the cost of a flight and a hotel just to get drunk and nostalgic in a
post office? When a police siren swerves past the curb, I finally force my legs into motion.
The apartment is just as I left it. Coffee-table books, never opened, perfectly stacked on
the too-short table, dishes stacked by size in the cupboard. I hang my coat on the radiator
to dry and sink in my worn desk chair, facing out over the swarm of lights reflected on the
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damp concrete. I pull a sheet of paper towards me and begin to write.
When I finally finish, the street has dried, and no cars race between the white and
yellow lines. I dig through my pockets and find the crumpled sheet of stamps, each one
bearing the image of a different log cabin. I choose the least marred of the set and apply it
to the envelope. In a timid script, I write: Sam, P.O. Box 1374.
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Melissa McInerney
A Delicate Dance
Cleo hated Sunday mornings. Saturday’s sounds were gone. Nothing but the slow
whoosh of cars going to churches. Her family didn’t go to church. They were atheists. To
Cleo, this was worse than being Baptist, like the Gibsons, or Jewish, like the new family
two streets over. She was a minority of one. Her family would play tennis on deserted
courts, hike on empty trails, or canoe on the still lake most Sunday mornings.
Her best friend, Alison, had asked her, “Don’t you believe in God?”
This question was so abstract, so far away from her experience with life that Cleo lied,
“Of course I do.”
She’d begged her parents to let her go to church with Alison’s family earlier this
morning. Her good dress made her skin itch in the Louisiana heat. The church was filled
with people and smells: perfumes, hairspray, sweat, and when the priest walked in, his
robe rippling with each step, a strange woody smoke smell rose from a little brass lantern
swinging from a chain.
The priest had talked about grace. He said, “Grace is the love and mercy given to us by
God because God desires us to have it.”
Cleo wanted love and mercy given to her. How could she get grace?
At the end of Mass, Alison and her mom rose for Communion. Cleo stood, too, unsure
what was happening. Alison’s mom reached for her arm and pulled her back down.
“Communion is for Catholics.”
Cleo watched as Alison marched up the aisle silently, her hands cupped to await the
Body of Christ. She pressed her back into the pew and slumped down, the lone person
left sitting. Alison returned and knelt, her eyes shut and her hands clasped in front of
her. When Alison opened her eyes, she gazed serenely at Cleo. Cleo had wanted to go to
church with Alison, but she did not belong. She experienced extreme discomfort and none
of the feelings she had hoped for: peace, tranquility, and release. Release.
Much earlier, at the beginning of summer, Cleo had asked Alison to teach her to pray.
Alison pushed her down to her knees on Alison’s plush salmon carpet.
“Close your eyes.”
Cleo did as instructed, eager to be transformed, to be normal. “What do I say to God?”
Cleo whispered.
“You can tell him anything,” Alison said, “and he’ll make it all right.”
“Like what?” Cleo asked, feeling awkward, her knees already aching and the insides
of her eyelids black with bursts of hot pink. She hoped Alison would say, “like those bad
things we let your brother do to us.”
“Like…if you stole something you tell Him and it’s all wiped clean.”
Cleo tried. She waited for the lightness of redemption to wash over her. She waited for
her gift of love and mercy. She wanted this gift so badly. Dear God, please give me grace.
Please forgive me. Please give me grace. Please forgive me.
The monotony of her prayer wore her down. She scratched her nose. She peeked
sideways at Alison. Nothing. She could hear the clatter of dishes and the low murmur of
voices from Alison’s kitchen, where Alison’s mom watched her soap, As the World Turns.
The smell of Salem menthols and fresh perked coffee permeated the room. Cleo knew this
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meant Alison’s mom was “taking a break” from the endless ironing, cooking and cleaning
that seemed to fill her days.
Cleo’s own mother left the house every morning. They had a maid, Lula Mae, who
came over every day. Having a maid wasn’t unusual; having a mother who left for work
was. She had overheard Alison’s mom talking on the phone about a “poor little thing, her
mama is never home” and had been surprised and ashamed when she realized they were
talking about her.
For the next two weeks she tried to pray on her own, a folded towel under her knees,
her elbows propped atop her sagging feather bed. She grew bolder in her prayers but did
not know how to articulate the dull ache of loss from the things her own brother did to
her. How he used her like a plaything, a real live doll to be broken over and over until
its cries of “Mama” grew garbled and weak, the shame that she longed to eradicate with
God’s grace. Still nothing. She gave up and folded the towel neatly and put it back in the
bathroom cabinet.
After her trip to church with Allison, Cleo and her mom went bird watching. Her mom
parked the long, wood-paneled Vista Cruiser at the crushed oyster shell lot. Together they
walked to the bright red canoe chained to a pine tree. Cleo unlocked the chain, careful of
the yellow drips of sharp smelling pinesap that would leave her fingers sticky for hours.
They turned it over, placed the two oars into the canoe, picked the canoe up by the silver
handles screwed into each end, and walked to the lake.
Her mom stepped into the canoe, leaving Cleo to wade into the water, the mud bottom
of the lake squishing through her old tennis shoes, the green canvas ones with the loose
sole on the right shoe. The canoe glided into the lake. Cleo stepped in by the wood
dock, reaching her hand out to steady the rocking. Knobbed cypress roots pierced the
fetid swamp water. Tangled strings of Spanish moss hung limp from the oaks. Layers of
decaying leaves, branches, bark and grass heavy with moisture formed muddy clumps of
land that clotted the murk of water. A rank, woody smell rose up to surround them, dank
and primeval. The paddles cut through the water, two strokes on one side, and two strokes
on the other. They settled at a pool deep within the swamp, paddles resting on their knees.
“How was church?”
“Okay.”
“That’s nice dear.”
Cleo’s mother kept one hand on the binoculars around her neck, prepared to raise
them to her eyes if she saw a flit of bright yellow in the drab browns and greens of the
trees.
“Maybe I’ll see the prothonotary today,” her mother said.
“I couldn’t go up for Communion. You have to be Catholic.”
“That’s true, I’d forgotten.”
“Did we ever go to church?”
Her mother lowered the binoculars and looked at her. “Of course. You were baptized
Methodist.”
“Why don’t we go now?”
“Religion is a crutch made up by people to make sense of the world.”
If that were true, Cleo couldn’t understand why so many people went to church. Did
they all believe in God? She tried to figure out if she believed in God. She grew restless
with the effort these questions took.
The drone of insects settled her. Something splashed not too far off.
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She filled with want. She wanted Alison’s easy faith in divine forgiveness. She wanted to
tell her mom things. How Alison pushed her under water at the pool and laughed when
she got scared. How she wanted to believe in something that made life bearable. How she
felt so alien in church. How her prayers were never answered. How her body trembled
atop her older brother’s gold corduroy bedspread at home when her mom was at work,
Santana’s Black Magic Woman playing over and over. How Alison lay silently next to her,
her shirt pulled up and eyes squeezed shut. How he told her since they were adopted they
weren’t related and that made it okay. How his hands roamed and how he made their
hands move, doing things that felt good but were not right. How she and Alison never
spoke about it.
A slow current pulled the canoe closer to the gnarled tree branches that hung over the
water. Cleo wondered what her mom thought about as they drifted. She didn’t see how her
mother could miss how confused and sad she was. Just because her mother and dad didn’t
need God didn’t mean she didn’t. If she couldn’t tell her parents what was happening to
her or talk to Alison, couldn’t she at least have God and His grace?
Her mother’s face was slack with the peculiar concentration of watching for birds, her
head tilted back so that her short curly hair was scrunched into the back of her neck. Cleo
opened her mouth to speak. The canoe bumped into a large stump and she turned her
head. A wolf spider the size of her fist perched on a branch not four inches from her right
eye, its bulbous back crowded with tiny babies. She let out a strangled shriek. The spider’s
legs twitched.
She took her paddle and shoved it violently at the stump. The binoculars made a dull
thud on her mother’s chest as she dropped her hand in surprise.
“There was a spider.”
A warbler trilled. Its sweet twee-twee-twee-twee pierced the air. Her mother grabbed
the binoculars again and swooped them up to her eyes.
The canoe settled slowly, rocking back and forth like a cradle. Cleo’s eyes went down
to the soupy water, so full of decay, the moldering bits of former lives going back to muck.
That same stagnant poison ran through her veins, sludgy and shameful.
A water strider moved across the heavy water, a delicate dance maintained by a thin
film. Maybe that was God’s grace. There was life in these waters, too. Tiny microbes
that ate at death with a busy, mindless tenacity that broke down the detritus cell by cell.
Once her mother had helped her collect some swamp water. They used an eyedropper to
transfer two drops to the glass slide. She placed the cover slip on top, the water spreading
to the edges in an instant. She looked through the lens. She spun the knobs on the side
until the image sharpened, a wriggling, teeming mass of rods. She had wanted to tell
her mother what her brother was doing then, too. An inward crumbling was pulling
her down, the pain of a secret left untold rotting inside of her. And yet, like the wiggly
squiggles under the microscope in the swamp water, hope worked, surging through her
blood, nibbling away at her guilt and shame. If no one ever knew, she would be okay. If
this feeling was called God’s grace then so be it. She needed no benediction of confession,
no formality of prayer.
She looked in the direction of her mother’s gaze and saw a flash of bright yellow flutter
through the trees. It was the prothonotary warbler, the bird her mother had waited all
summer to see.
The smidge of yellow in the cleft of two cypress branches stood out like the smiley
face pin stuck on her bulletin board. Her mother lowered the binoculars, took them from
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around her neck and handed them to Cleo. In that instant between raising the binoculars
and finding the bird, her feelings towards her mother sharpened in tandem with her
finger twirling the focus knob. Time bent in a way she’d never felt before. The chasm of the
future stretched before her, a glimpse that tricked her eyes like the dappled sunlight that
played across her mother’s cheeks and hair. In this new space she realized that the creases
between her mother’s eyebrows were lines of worry and sorrow.
The focus through the binoculars sharpened. The passage of time into her future
zoomed shut. This disorientation in time was replaced with rage, love, and something else:
an empathic flash that surprised her, the feelings as intense as the sharp close up of the
stringy brown Cypress bark. Her mother hadn’t always been an adult. She must have her
own hurts and secrets from childhood, too. Were they like hers? Did these sorrows get
better? The urge to ask rose to a crescendo as she slowly moved the binoculars, the bark
punctuated by gray hair-like strands of moss and delicate green leaf fronds.
The bird’s bright black eye and shiny grey beak in a sea of yellow filled the round lens,
so crisp that the bird almost did not look real. The bird held still. Her thoughts grew
quieter as she looked deep into the inky depths of the bird’s eye. She exhaled, a calm
whoosh as she held the binoculars steady. Maybe this was why her mother loved bird
watching. The bird twitched its head left and right, and then flew away.
She lowered the binoculars. Her mother smiled at her. The urge to confess was gone.
She handed the binoculars back and picked up her paddle. Getting back to the dock would
take a while. Later that day she would pick a fight with her brother and get into trouble for
talking back, the glimpse of grace fleeting as the prothonotary.
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Alyssa Zaczek
On the Day You Were Born
mama mama mama look mama look look mama mama
You were born on the coldest day of the year, in the middle of the biggest blizzard this
rat nest of a city had ever seen. Before I took you home they warned me not to take you
outside, not to let you breathe the air. I laughed and asked why we even live in a place
where the air is so cold it hurts to be alive. They did not laugh back. I bundled you up and
held you close to the beating part of my chest, but when the wind picked up you screamed
and I murmured I know, I know but I did not know. I didn’t. I’m sorry.
mama did you know?
what, sweetheart?
i’m not a girl and i’m not a boy
what are you, sweetheart?
i’m a meteor
are you from outer space, then?
maybe. maybe i am.
On your fifth birthday you were sent home from school because they found you
melting crayons. I was still so young that the disapproval in the teacher’s eyes made me
want to cower. I took your hand and walked you to the parking lot and you told me
you wanted to see the colors be free, and when I asked you what you meant you said it
wasn’t fair they had to spend their lives being used by other people. They’re allowed to be
crayons, you said. Okay, I said. Just don’t do it again.
mama look look mama mama look
At ten I sent you to summer camp and you were pissed about it but I needed a break.
You retaliated by lighting the pigtails of some girl on fire as you were standing in line for
bug juice. You said she called you a weirdo and it made you mad. Next time, I said, just
punch her in the face. You looked so startled and then you understood. Am I weird? you
asked, looking very small. And I said no, honey. But you do have to protect yourself.
look look look mama
At sixteen you blew up the car. It was an accident. You were pumping gas and it
happened in an instant, like the twinge in your legs just before you fall asleep and your
brain tricks you into thinking you’re dying. A tiny flame jumped once, twice, boom. It
made the papers. You were lucky to walk away, they said. Barely even singed, they said.
The next day we bought you a bike.
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mama look
The day before they came for you, I bailed you out of jail. You sat in the passenger’s seat
and lit a cigarette with your thumb and scowled and for longer than a moment I didn’t
even recognize you. You don’t understand, Mom, you said. I didn’t ask to be here and now
that I am there’s nothing here for me. I’ve been here for you, I said. I’ve always been here
for you. You rolled your eyes, big beautiful baby my baby eyes. Yeah, you said. Okay. But
you don’t know. How could you? And you turned away and looked out the window and
made the flame dance in the crevices between your fingers where I used to hold you tight
and the sadness I felt scraped the bottom of my jam jar heart and I was empty, so empty.
How could I.
mama
You’d been away six years, four months, nine days, eleven hours and thirty-two minutes
when I saw it on the news. I ran out of the house without shoes on. Like a maniac I drove
until they stopped me and then I got out and ran, red dirt caking my feet and my knees
when I stumbled. The cities were already blazing so I knew it was too late but I didn’t
care. Hot hot air, unimaginably hot, burning my lungs and choking me but I kept going,
fighting against the searing wind to get to you.
if i am a meteor, what can i be?
when you grow up?
when i grow up
whatever you like
well, what do the other meteors do?
they burn
And in the middle of the inferno there you were, arms spread hair wild fingers splayed.
You were so far above me but I reached for you anyway, fell to my knees and you screamed
and I wept I know, I know. And I did know. I did. I’m sorry.
mama look what i can do
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NONFICTION

Arielle Silver
Cliff Side
1.
Echoed against the cliff walls of the ragged coastline, the bark of two elephant seals.
Aaark, one calls, then moans like the creak of old redwood. Even through closed lids: the
periwinkle grey of dawn. I open my eyes at the fifth cheer-up-up from a nameless bird in
dialogue with its mate. A moment later, my husband opens his. We stare wide-eyed
across the pillows. We traveled nine hours to perch on this cliff far from the segmented
lives that fracture us, and spoke of nothing timely but the shortening blue shadows and
play of sun along the grizzled backs of the golden central coast hills. Now, in the
briny blue morning, we shove away the flannel sleeping bag and crawl out of the tent
zipping our jeans. I balance on a weathered log; he stands on a rock. We survey the
morning palette: sky against sea, dusty rose and slate grey, echoes of elephant seals and
the crash of waves.
2.
Black sky and a thick sheet of Milky Way flips us face up on the campsite picnic table.
My hips stack one over the other; my belly touches my husband’s ribs. I lay my head on
his arm. We spin inward to the black hole at the center of the galaxy. I search the thick
for constellations: Cassiopeia; a dipper; Orion: I recognize only the belt. He hunts
satellites and shooting stars. Make a wish, one of us says. We go silent. The night pulses
with cricketsong. This cusp of October is summer’s last hurrah, and the crickets in the
chaparral cannot be still. Chirp, they cry. I am lost for a breath. Then, like a prayer:
Keep this man healthy; take care of my man. When, I wonder, did I begin to pray?
We’re moving so fast, he says, Why don’t we feel a breeze?
3.
The starscape is better for the moon’s absence, but the trails are dark. The beam of my
flashlight hits a couple stargazing and huddled among the sage and chaparral. I point it
down and it flashes over the neighboring campsite’s tent, chair, and half-read paperback.
We follow the trail and again lie on the picnic table in wonder of the galaxy. A tiny
satellite travels nearly indiscernibly amid the fixed luminous stars. I stare till my eyes
cross, then leave my husband on the picnic table and crawl into the flannel. Mid-night, the
elephant seals become raucous, the crickets are mad; we feign sleep. In the morning
bathroom, the woman from the campsite says her name is Tian. I ask if she often camps alone,
already daydreaming of my future solo trips. I am not strong, she says. She means the
tent, and I nod because she looks two-thirds my size. She had bought it with her husband,
but he died, was killed, six months ago. I dry my hands. I wish her well. What else can I
do? My husband waits with our bags. Outside, he looks out at the slip of moon fading
over the eastern mountains. I wrap his ribcage in my arms and say another prayer in the
brightening day.
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4.
The Pacific swallows the sun in a blaze of hunger; sand pipers lift in formation; a pelican
skims for dinner; a dog searches the tide for a ball; a young man asks, “Will you take a
photo of me and my future wife?” They are backlit by the sinking sun, but my husband
takes three shots. They laugh, we wish them well, and we return to our king bed, cotton
sheets, and the thunder of waves from the beach below. Five paddles, medium speed,
throw rhythmic blurs across the bluing hotel ceiling. On the table, a plate of brie, apples,
and crackers, three-quarters gone; the sauvignon blanc, a third. The ceiling fan whirs; we
are happily in love. It whirs again; our tectonic plates shift. A fault line of empty sheets
divides us. I blame him. I listen to him sleep. He blames me. He listens to me sleep. I
don’t know what causes us to crumble at our edge. We dream of waking and remaking
love. The Pacific rolls in and out. At dawn, we glue ourselves back together.
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HIGH SCHOOL

POETRY

A'ishah Cerrato
Block Party
Sliding down a salivated tongue
his chocolate hands shatter the algebraic bricks
scratching Donna Summer’s mezzo soprano honey.
Silently, she swings her hips into the humid air
of b-boy breaking it down on painted gravel.
The turntable’s needle conducts the operations,
meshing and interloping between digits,
switching the beats and tempos to accelerando.
Decimals and fractions borrow her band’s voice.
With no notes needed they lace together
a channel to only one conditional solution.
Grandmaster Flash slips in inverse addition to a mashup,
as those legs in tight ripped jeans flex
and stand on built arms across the dance floor,
pumped by those sounds passed around so generously.
That’s the key, the magical melodies scripted
into the grooves of his fingerprints.
Isolate the variable.
Simple and complex, the chord progression,
that’s the rhythm, a linear equation.
The root. The value of music.
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Luta Fast Dog
Creation Story
A boy named Tunkasila
Made little men with pale, cold clay
To play with
But they began to fight with one another
They had green eyes
Greedy eyes
They killed each other one by one
Down into the dirt they fell
Like flies
Tunkasila cried until all the world was awash in mud
And the figures woke up
Suffocated and cold
And they were no longer pale and perfect
They were stained earthen red, coffee grounds and rusted copper
With lost eyes, brown eyes
Dead eyes
And so we were his old toys
Lying half-buried and forgotten in the backyard
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Luta Fast Dog
Drive
My brother drives too fast
He treats his car like a living being, like he can hear it breathing
I turn up the radio to drown out the roar of the engine
Because I think that’s what he’s hearing
And I wear my seat belt like a sash
From a beauty pageant
Because my brother drives too fast
But we haven’t crashed yet
It’s like he thinks he’s riding a newly tamed beast
Like the pedals are spurs in its sides
To urge it’s metallic mass forward
Running, sprinting
Too fast
He thinks the steering wheel is a set of leather reins
He grips the stick like he can feel a beating heart beneath his fist and we ease into 110
miles per hour
His eyes trace the darkening horizon like he can read a route to heaven
He thinks he can bend the roads to his will, white knuckle grip on the steering wheel
As we spiral over the sunbaked blacktop
Like he’s writing rhymes with his burnt rubber treads
Like he speaks the prose of a V8 engine
And I think my brother will leave one day
Riding the winding tar trail into a red sunset
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Katia Dermott
Short of Stability
My room always smelt of cigarette
		
smoke and lavender.
Books and mismatched socks strewn the floor–
all my belongings visible in a five-by-five glance.
Goodwill bags scarcely filled
		
the cupboard under our sink.
My mom’s boyfriend traded ice cream for my dolls
because they portrayed the wrong
				
body image, and I was left
to play with books and mismatched socks. When they became
too threadbare, I juggled the Goodwill bags until they blew
				
out of my reach.
For my birthday I got concert tickets to a band I didn’t even
like and I watched my father slip a fifty
to the dealer behind the bathroom. I couldn’t afford
my graduation dress that year, so
		
I taped the tags to my back.
The year we got a puppy was the year
we couldn’t pay our mortgage. Fifteen thousand
					
short
		of stability.					
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Courtney Felle
In Our Nature
Apples, grapefruits,
Blackberries glittering in
Collection piles to be packed into
Dust-covered bags with
Elephant-sized crinkling.
Fingers foam at the edges
Grasping for the
Hedonistic fruit, pits of pleasure
In the centers.
Judas loved Jesus the only way he knew how,
Kissing his knuckles every night before bed knowing
Love couldn’t save him from his fate:
Messiah. Murderer.
Nails in hands
Open vermillion rivers; I am
Praying for forgiveness,
Quaking with the knowledge I don’t believe in
Receiving it.
Strawberry juice runs in droplets past my
Tongue, saliva
Undulant like the Red Sea.
Violet violence of dark blueberries
Washes its baptism over me,
Exalted in false idolatry.
You knew this would happen, me
Zipping past as a god in my paganism.
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Stephen French
Dead Letter
It’s a zero sum game,
but somehow you’ve won.
I guess it goes without saying
that congratulations are in order:
I’ll even bake your favorite cake,
because that’s how much I love you.
The birds wore a cloud of you
as they swarmed and made game
of the children -- devoured them like cake
until there were no more left to be won.
It’s a perfect and unbreakable order,
as you’re so fond of saying.
And it’s wrong, what I’ve been saying
for all those centuries about you
and your allegiance to the order
of that hyped-up board game
that nobody has ever won.
The proof is in the cake.
And, besides your victory, take the cake
to mean I heard what you were saying
when you told me the blackbirds had won
every single empty part of you:
so much for your small game
and perfect pecking order.
But my words still come out in the wrong order
and with the tact of a supermarket cake.
That was never part of the game.
Neither was the nay-saying.
But please trust that I’m happy for you,
because I know: all of your days are hard-won
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Cady Hockman
Before I was young my dad conquered fires
Ash birds spoke in the night
of boys who called flame to bed
Montana air is biting coal
but she invites a scourge in the morning
It always sounded strange
how a boy jumping flame
can’t seem to feel his toes
How one day a mother is coaxing up matches
and the next her son turns to cinder
A sun had invaded the western plane
red only looked like an exit
And when my dad arrived home
my mother found forests
smothered in the space of his hands
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Nate Jones
Ophelia
In your dress
made of
stones
you look up
and smell
stars
while fish
kiss your
back.
So you
float
and dangle
with bubbles
waiting for the
freeze
waves
curling
in your lungs
melting hours:
this moment,
forever.
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Nate Jones
Slavery (300 Years Deep)
Press re-wind
on my basement
and
there is
blood and
burning
And squeezing
And cramming
And skewers
And knotted rope
And rusty shackles
And horse heads
for dancing
across uneven
concrete floors.
It’s a big room
full of dirt
Or dust
Or ground up
bones
that the ladies
powdered
their faces
with.
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Nate Jones
What It Looks Like
They were there when we bought the house. A pair of little craters in my bedroom window.
The glass isn’t fully destroyed, no opening to the outside, just two small circles like a madman
mistook the panes and stuck his pushpins in too deep. Or table saw blades frozen in time.
At the center peeps a stream of air. Sometimes still. Sometimes as a blowing wind nipping
uncovered cheeks while ice skating in Chicago. City of business trips. City of lies.
Little spider webs of cracks birth in the center and crawl out to the perimeter of the circles. Both
of them have one or two cracks that slithered too far. They broke the rules. And for that, they
should be hanged.
Imperfections give the window personality, so one day when the bartender calls him a
“lifeless reporter,” he’ll spit out his drink and tell the story of each tattoo.
Two indents in the panes of my window, like someone making it dropped his contact lenses
in before the glass dried. But he was crying. His eyes were spitting them out.
She misses a spot, forgets to wipe it clean. She can never fix him until his time is up. Like
backwards binoculars, or looking through a washing machine.
Just two little spots here when we bought the house from the widow.
My room was his office before he died. Littered with ant hills of paper preparing for his next
report.
Their story of origin is unclear. Like someone shot a bullet at the window. But they are
indented outwards, like he was the one shooting from within.
Trying to get out. And then he did.
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Seowon Lee
YakGwa
My mother brings home from the Korean market,
YakGwa, in plastic molds when she is ready
for us to talk again,
and I listen to her explain why my words pass
like slivered winds, my anger placated
by the wheat flower saturated in honey,
fried in the sesame oil that coats my fingers
as I break off the eaves one by one at first,
and eat the perfect circle in the middle,
whole even without carefully crafted petals.
Waiting in the line of Jewel Osco our cart
full of swollen fruit, bruised apples costing $4.99
instead of $1.99 cause a heated debate in broken
up phrases, missing the, is, was, past and present
participles, noun verb agreements, like the missing
eaves of YakGwa, once placed on lacquered royal tables
now held in plastic containers for $1.99.
When he runs my hair between his fingers, and says
Chinese girls have smooth hair,
I hold my tongue, my throat constrained in dense honey,
in wheat flowers, unable to form the sharp vowels
or hold the consonants for very long
as I try to come up with the right retort
but simply say two words I’ve mastered so far,
Thank you.
So I devoured the alphabet,
26 petals with different sounds,
uneven shapes that aren’t molded
to the shape of our tongues,
so unlike artisan strokes that represent
human, air, breath, and hold
as much meaning in two syllables as five.
But now there is no need to paint my words in honey,
or fret over missing eaves,
They run smoothly from my fingertips,
polished in lustrous sesame oil.
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Margaret Schnabel
Burning Season
you would call it American loneliness
			-Alicia Ostriker
I.
In the deep black cradle
of night’s ribs,
Midwest blinks its eyes open.
How small are we?
your eyes flick
skyward.
Dirt-under-fingernail. Mosquito bite
on July’s collarbone.
Okay, but. Seriously.
Big enough to try,
at least.
II.
You used to rise
		like a
		lighthouse
in the cornfields.
III.
Loneliness so thick
it cuts like cherry pie—
I used
to speak French, you said
in that 3am voice, yellow light
hugging your sides.
Apricot nails
skating teardrops in the air.
Ma cherie,
how long
will our tongues
		
curl into themselves?
IV.
Like trembling birds, we swallow
anything we can claw free.
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Margaret Schnabel
Hotel California
I.
Open parenthesis.
This body: postscript,
barco of loneliness.
This spine: a dozen
cupped palms,
waiting.
Fold me nine hundred
and ninety-nine
paper cranes.
I will lay my head
on the shrine
of our almost. I will
let blackberries bloom
at the tips of my fingers.
Look at me with that
fisheye mouth, everything open,
then leave. In that hoodie,
those scuffed canvas shoes.
Drag your sensible gray luggage
onboard,
pop in the earbuds,
the Sinatra, ask the
tired flight attendant
for a cup of water. Drink.

Do not
think of me.
II.
In one of the deleted scenes,
we press our backs
against scratchy orange floral carpet
and stargaze at the ceiling.
Cherubs drift and lilt
above our heads,
dizzying eggshell blue,
			blue,
				blue.
This is
a fan favorite.
III.
Dear yesterday,
Dear almost,
Dear ______,
Find my ghost
in Hotel California,
spinning
under a million chandeliers
of open mouths.

Look out
of the papercut window,
and watch
Chicago’s glittering blood
slip downstream.
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Jaya Alagar
The Fairest of Them all
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Savior
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Objectified
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Sabina Jia
Anthems
They came to America at eighteen years old, fresh out of high school with starry eyes
too big for their own good. Exhilarated little children in the biggest airport they had
ever seen, they were laughing when they landed, laughing with the lights like fireworks
hanging from the high ceiling above and their feet floating over the ground. It was in that
moment at eighteen years old, when everything was magical.
They were rolling their suitcases down the hallway when Ai Lan suddenly stopped in
her tracks and grabbed Lu Min’s arm. “Listen,” she whispered urgently, tilting her head to
the side. “Do you hear that?”
Quiet, Lu Min stayed absolutely still as he strained to hear the muffled melody playing
over the speakers. It took a while, but suddenly, all at once, he understood. His eyes lit up
as a grin grew across his face. “It’s the song!”
It wasn’t just the song though, and if he had known at the time, he would have
corrected himself. No, it was the anthem, their anthem now that they’ve finally landed.
And even though neither of them knew the words, they sang along anyways, as if they had
it memorized since the very beginning.
In the land of the free…
... and the home of the brave.
At eighteen, they had no idea what they were getting into. It was just a game of tag, a
thrilling escape from the country they were forced to call home for their entire lives. A
country that was finally all the way across the world, and in their eyes, nonexistent. For
now, they had America, and here, they were free at last.
***
They settled into a one-room apartment over what had to be the loudest street in
the country. It was in Chinatown, of all places, and although Lu Min had been furiously
against it -- we’re in America -- it was still the cheapest place they could find. Ai Lan had
convinced him, and secretly, it was also maybe because somewhere hidden inside her, she
still missed the freshly fried smell of youtiao in the morning, the familiar chatter of the old
men as they sat bent over a mahjong game. Although the excitement of escaping was still
pulsing through her veins, she was running from ghosts.
Their new home was cramped, with one bed squeezed in next to the stove and a tiny
bathroom crunched in on the side. At night, they would always be kept awake until dawn
by the loud honks of the city life below. They didn’t mind though. As they laid there, side
by side on the hard mattress, silent, Ai Lan would study the lights in Lu Min’s eyes, would
brush her fingers against his. Always, she would ignore the dark, tired bags draped under
his lower lash line, the way his hands were cramped up from the hard labor of lugging
trash bags for hours upon end. And always, he would ignore those things about her too.
It’s not like they didn’t care. They just couldn’t see. Eyes so big, so bright, so blind. Still
free.
***
When Lu Min quit the job of carrying trash, it was because he had found a new one.
He was now the delivery boy at the takeout restaurant underneath their apartment. The
owners needed someone fresh and he, ripe at eighteen and barely understanding a word of
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English, was perfect for them.
He got paid ten dollars a day. A fortune, for him, because he was still a child and didn’t
know any better. Minimum wage and illegal weren’t part of his vocabulary. He just wanted
to work, to earn money like an American did, and the routine quickly became branded
into his skin. He enjoyed it too, but what delighted him most was that he got to keep half
of the tips. The first day, he came home with twelve dollars.
When she saw the money, Ai Lan’s eyes went wide, like a little girl seeing fireworks for
the first time. She cradled the bills in her hands, caressed the folds, marveled at each little
crease, at how real it all became. Every last cent of it went toward the rent of course, but
the next day, when Lu Min came back with thirteen dollars, the extra dollar bought them
a celebration. A pretzel for the two of them, from one of the street stands on the outskirts
of Chinatown.
It was exciting, exhilarating. And steadily, after a while, it was routine.
***
Ai Lan soon found a job too. It was at a nail salon across town, and she had to pay
a hundred dollars for the job, a starting fee the owner claimed to charge all the new
employees. No questions were asked though and soon, her days became filled with
people’s fingers and toes, with machines she had never seen before and bright, artificial
colors she had never known existed. Fuchsia, electric blue, neon yellow; they were all so
foreign to her. Foreign, and although they made her feel dizzy and a little sick, she still
loved them.
She even had a name tag. Pinned to her uniform, in official print, was the name ‘Ella.’
Ai Lan liked being Ella. It was so… American. And although she was tired all the time
now, it was still exhilarating.
What Ai Lan liked more though, was Lu Min’s praise. “You’ve been working hard,” he
would say in broken English on the nights she came home early, at ten.
She, stumbling a little, her hand sore from twelve hours of work, would reply with an
accented, “You too.” Those nights, he was always perched stiffly on the bed as he massaged
his leg that was throbbing after a particularly long delivery. At her words though, he would
stop massaging. “But I don’t mind.”
“And I don’t either.”
That would be the most of what they would say to each other those days. After pedaling
all those miles, after painting all those nails, they were too tired to talk. The first few
months were the hardest. For a reason she couldn’t understand when the boss explained,
Ai Lan wasn’t being paid yet, and so some days, they didn’t even have enough money to
spare for food. Hollow stomach and numb fingers, she would fall asleep as soon as she
stumbled into the room. Lu Min would have to carry her limp body onto the bed, and
sometimes, he would have to leave her on the ground, a blanket draped over her, as his
legs weren’t even strong enough to carry his own weight.
***
An entire year passed before Ai Lan finally got her first pay. Thirty dollars placed into
her shaking hands, but she expected to feel happier as she glanced the bills over. Instead,
just like her fingers, she was only a little numb. The excitement from the first day at the
airport was starting to slip away, and her hands were too cramped to hold on anymore.
While Lu Min was still at work, she slipped half of the money into the rent jar they
made out of an instant noodle cup and sneakily, pocketed the rest. The reason was
simple, dangerous; it was Chinese New Year’s Eve. That evening, she cooked them a
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feast -- cabbage and pork-filled dumplings, broiled fish, sticky rice cake -- all traditional
celebration foods. For the first time in a long while, she was excited.
Wearing an old qipao that she had shoved into the crumbling suitcase a year ago, Ai
Lan waited patiently in front of the food she had carefully placed on the fold-out table in
front of their bed. Three hours of waiting later, Lu Min finally came home.
He stumbled into the room, wincing a little from his bad leg. It had been throbbing
more than usual recently, probably since the number of deliveries he had to make was
steadily increasing. One of the delivery boys had been deemed too old so Lu Min was
made to take over his work too, but the extra hours didn’t lead to extra money like he had
hoped. He was now working twelve hours a day, biking miles upon miles for the same pay,
and even he was starting to realize that it wasn’t right. That was probably why, when he
came home half-dead to see his ghosts awaiting him, he couldn’t take it anymore and took
it out on her.
“What’s this?”
From her seat in front of the table, Ai Lan flinched. She wasn’t used to hearing Lu Min’s
voice to be so cold. But then again, she wasn’t used to hearing Lu Min’s voice at all lately.
“It’s… a New Year’s Eve dinner,” she said quietly, not daring to meet his eyes.
He stood unmoving by the door. “New Year’s Eve was more than a month ago.”
“Chinese New Year’s Eve.” Ai Lan quickly corrected herself. Her voice was meek
in comparison next to his. Clammy and icy, her sore hands twisted into each other
underneath the table, and she stared at the space in front of her, unable to meet his eyes.
The food, which she had been bent over all day, had gotten cold.
Lu Min stayed silent for a long time as the air stiffened around them. Finally, right
before everything reached the breaking point, he asked, “And why would you do
something special for that?”
“I --”
Without waiting for her response, he rushed in and snapped, “Ai Lan, we are American.
And Americans do not celebrate Chinese New Year.”
She nodded, her hands twisting even more furiously into each other.
Lu Min wasn’t done. Staring coldly at the food, he said, “Repeat it.”
“Repeat it?”
“Yeah. That we are American.”
After a short hesitation, Ai Lan mumbled, “We are American.”
“And Americans do not celebrate Chinese New Year.”
A muffled sound of protest. Then, lowered eyes, defeat, and -- “Americans do not
celebrate Chinese New Year.”
Lu Min nodded approvingly. “Good,” he said, still coldly, but his voice was starting to
smooth out. “Now get rid of that,” he added, jabbing a finger at the food, “and cook some
real dinner.”
He was hungry that night -- starving actually, since all he ate that day was a hard-boiled
egg in the morning. But when Ai Lan looked back at him while she stood over the water
she had started to boil, she saw that, thin and pale on the bed, he had already fallen dead
asleep.
***
Ella was the prettiest one. That’s why she was hired. After all, the boss could always do
with a pretty manicurist who barely spoke English, a tiny China doll for the customers to
coo over. All she was was a clueless tool to bring in more profit, and he knew she could
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never become anything more. So, that was why, when she came into work that morning
one hour late with her hair a cloudy mess and shadows draped under her eyes, he was far
from satisfied.
He snatched her by her name tag, the two ‘l’s in ‘Ella’ bending into each other under his
strong grip. “What do you think you’re doing?” He asked in a raspy voice, the loudest he
could scream with without alarming the customers in the other room. “Do you even know
what time it is?”
Trembling, Ai Lan’s eyes flickered over to look at the clock on the wall. Tick tock.
“Nine… thirty,” she mumbled hesitatingly.
Eyes flashed. “And what time were you supposed to be here?”
“... Eight.”
A knowing smirk, and the boss let go of the name tag, thrusting her away from him.
She stumbled like she was made of rags. “I suppose you have some elaborate excuse
waiting for me?”
E-la-bor-ate. She had no idea what that meant. But she did know the word ‘excuse’,
heard it enough times when the boss was scolding the other girls. She just never thought
that she would end up in the back room too, terrified out of her mind of the loud
American in front of her.
“Yesterday was…” But she stopped the words in their tracks, Chinese New Year’s Eve
tottering at the tip of her tongue. Sharply, she remembered yesterday. Americans do not
celebrate Chinese New Year.
Lu Min’s angry face flashed before her eyes, and she remained quiet.
The boss seemed triumphant. “Ella, dear,” he said, lowering his voice but enunciating
every word exaggeratedly, “in America, if you show up late, you’re fired. Do you know that
word? Fired?”
Like one of the souvenir bobble-heads, Ai Lan furiously nodded.
The boss gave her a look over. After a long, tense moment of silence, he finally said,
“You’re lucky I’m feeling nice today.” Ai Lan wanted to cry in relief.
She left the room a few minutes later, with only a suspended salary and numbed,
rubbery legs. Trying hard not to fall, she headed for her table, preparing herself for
another twelve-hour shift of nails, paint, and being at rock bottom again.
Fuchsia, electric blue, neon yellow. Ai Lan, Ai Lan, Ella.
***
The bar was small, dingy. Its windows had grime tucked in at the corners and the
lettering plastered on the glass was faded, but as Lu Min stood at the entrance, he breathed
a sigh of relief for the first time.
He chose this place because it was far from Chinatown. Recently, he just couldn’t stand
being in the apartment anymore; it was too stifling, draining, seeing Ai Lan half-dead
all the time… well, he probably didn’t look any better himself. The miles at work were
stacking up, and his legs were sore all the time now.
Lu Min glanced into the bar, trying to distract himself from the burn in his legs. Inside,
it was mostly empty, save two men seated at the peeling stools, Budweisers in hand,
staring intently at the TV screen across from them.
Lu Min pushed the door open and walked in.
His entrance caused a bell to ring, but the men didn’t acknowledge him. They were too
busy watching the rerun of a football game, commenting to each other but not listening to
what the other was saying. At a stool next to the one wearing a Giants jersey, Lu Min sat
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down and ordered a Budweiser too. He strained to hear what they were talking about but,
in the end, when all he could hear were strange words like “touchdown” and “penalty,” he
gave up.
While they chattered on about the Super Bowl the next day, whatever that even was,
Lu Min stared at the beer in front of him instead. He wished he could join them but knew
he couldn’t, knew they would just blink at him blankly -- and if only he wasn’t Chinese! If
only his eyes weren’t so slanted and boring, and his skin didn’t have this disgusting yellow
tint to it… but he knew his place. He was Chinese, they were American, and in America,
that was the end to that.
He remembered, during a day of his first year in America, he was seated around a table
in the back of the restaurant with the other restaurant workers. They were all talking,
curious about the new boy who had just came from China.
“Why did you come?” One of the older delivery boys had asked Lu Min, curiously
leaning forward in his seat.
At this question, Lu Min’s eyes had lit up. “I want to go to college here,” he admitted
proudly, a secret he had only ever told Ai Lan. “Once I get enough money from this job,
I’m going to become a surgeon.”
A moment of silence, blinks, and then suddenly, a burst of laughter. As everyone
laughed, Lu Min stared, waiting for some sort of explanation. Finally, after settling down,
the delivery boy patted Lu Min’s shoulder firmly. “Kid, don’t you understand yet?” he
asked. “The Americans don’t need you to be a surgeon. They have their surgeons. What
they need though, is someone to deliver them takeout instead.”
At that, everyone started laughing again, all except for him. He just didn’t get it. Only
three years later, in a dirty bar far from home, did Lu Min finally understand.
***
The next day, the day of the Super Bowl, was a day in which all of America was
celebrating. In every household, on every television screen, the football game played and
the entire country leaned closer to watch. Only, to Lu Min and Ai Lan, was it just another
day.
They were at their respective jobs, Lu Min bent over a bicycle and Ai Lan bent over
another woman’s feet when the song came on again. It was then when, just like four
years ago, both stopped, and although they were across the city from each other, their
reactions were the same -- brows furrowed, eyes narrowed, hands paused, though only
momentarily. The song, albeit familiar, had been forgotten.
It’s probably not that important anyways, was what they thought as they bent over their
work again, Lu Min to pedal another hundred blocks, Ai Lan to paint another hundred
nails.
Far away from them, the anthem continued to play. If only they had remembered…
well, it’s probably best they didn’t. For how cruel would it be, how ruthless, to remind
them now of the little blind children they were before! Quick, before they hear, turn off
the television, the radio, the ghosts -- before they remember what it was like when they
were eighteen and full of dreams, dancing in the home of the brave and the land of the
free!
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Laine Sills
The Flower Girl
Every once in a while, a woman will give birth to a very special child. Not always, not
even often, but it does happen. At the start, you’d never know. They seem as normal as any
other child. They cry, they sleep, they eat. At some point, they learn to crawl, and then
they learn to walk, and then they learn to run. And by the time they’ve learned to run,
you can tell. Sometimes it’s small things, sometimes it’s big. Georgia Binds, for example,
was able to talk to animals. She could convince the birds to peck at the eyes of the kids she
didn’t like, and when she fell into the lake this summer, she had the fish carry her to shore.
George Crawford could control the weather. This turned out to be a bit of a problem
because George didn’t know he was doing it, but after a while the town noticed a
correlation. If he was sad, it would rain, if he was happy, the sun would come out. Once,
he went skiing during his summer break and came back to find that his whole town had
been snowed in.
Today, Lisa Meadows found her ability. She woke up, just like every other day, kicking
her blankets onto the floor. She rubbed her eyes, cracked her back and then walked into
the bathroom. She reached for her toothbrush, but as soon as her fingers made contact,
it disappeared. In its place sat a single sunflower. Surprised, she turned and grabbed the
handle of the door she had closed before. POOF! Now, a bunch of lilies hung into the spot
of the handle. She sat down, looking at her hands, trying to find any possible use for her
newly found abilities.
“Well,” she reported, “this is shit.”
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Ashira Shirali
Myra
Myra was a serial thief. She stole flowers from everywhere we went. Public parks,
people’s homes, little potted plants in lobbies. She wore pants with spacious pockets and
had lightning-quick fingers. She smelled of the musky scent of nature and washed the dark
petal stains from her pants by hand.
Myra’s favourite place to visit was the nursery. She’d ask me to drive her there. Amid
rows of candy flowers, her face would glow bright as sunlight on water, but she’d never
smile. She’d look around as if appreciating the peach-honey glow of afternoon (the only
time we made these trips), avoid the ‘DO NOT PLUCK FLOWERS’ sign as if it were
someone from high school across the aisle in the supermarket, and tuck a fresh rose into
her pocket.
She was fastidious when it came to which flowers to pick – roses were best because
they had dozens of petals in layers. Tulips were good too. Sunflowers were useless, all
exposed with their petals fallen back.
When we made these excursions, I walked a few feet behind her and avoided the
eyes of shopkeepers. Often, I would plonk a bouquet of flowers on the counter right when
we were to leave. Myra’s mouth would curdle and her eyes would tighten at the delay but
never enough for the cashier to notice.
As soon as we were back in the car, she would begin – first, she would rotate the
flower slowly so that no angle of it went unseen. Then she would press her finger into the
springy green stalk and bring the sweetness to her nose. She would run her fingertips over
the creamy petals and start pulling the flower apart. Each petal would be detached gently,
the translucent layers dropping away. I could see the reflection of the flower in her eyes
when she did this.
The first time this happened, I asked what she was doing. “I’m trying to find what’s
at the centre,” she murmured. After, Myra rarely parted her lips when she was with her
flowers.
Myra and I have been together for five years, married for three. We met at a college
party with invasive music and impersonal people. We identified each other in the crowd as
only people who are equally uncomfortable in a situation can. I yelled, “Do you want to go
outside?” at least three times before she heard, and we spent the rest of the night sitting on
the cool metal steps of the fire escape.
The moon was a round paisa in the sky and warm breeze tried to carry us away. Myra
told me that she was majoring in international relations. She’d switched over after getting
bored with psychology. “So my professor, every time he sends us an analysis of a theory he
names it—” she held up a finger to indicate that I should wait, straightened up, continued,
“Theory Anal.” She bent over again, her face gleaming. “He thinks it’s short for analysis…”
And she was swallowed by more laughter.
Later, we drove to Subway. The silence in the streets made me feel like we were the
main characters in a movie. Myra ordered a sandwich with all the sauces and I got one
with mayonnaise. We drove to the park to eat but ended up sitting in the car because the
ground was insect-ridden.
That night we exchanged phone numbers. The next day we exchanged date ideas.
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Mine – the little bookshop down Kailash Marg that recommends another book for each
one you buy, the park with actual grass on the ground and lake in the fish. Myra’s – the
frozen yoghurt parlour with the real blueberry flavour, the 24/7 bowling alley at 1 A.M.
Sometimes we spent more time trying to decide where to go for our date than actually on
the date.
Myra began stealing nature’s gifts to earth after God stole nature’s gift to women from
her. Myra decided towards the end of our first year of marriage that the time was right to
have children. Myra and my mother-in-law would sit on our beige couch, tea cups in hand
and parental planning in mind. Myra’s mother had advice to give on parenting techniques
(“Always be strict rather than yielding.”), the right time to conceive (“It is now.”) and even
the colour of the wallpapers for the child’s nursery (“Light mint is well-suited to a young
one’s eyes.”)
Myra spent hours looking at squeaking shoes half the size of my hand and chemicalfree baby formulas. I felt obliged to do my part and started enquiring about fees at nearby
daycares.
One morning I woke up to see a gift-wrapped package on my bedside table. I ripped
it open (Is it my birthday? Our anniversary?) to see a cardboard alphabet book. A for
apple, B for ball, W for what is this, Myra? Myra said that she bought this for the baby (“I
know you can read, dummy”) and it’s a valuable purchase (“It’ll work whether it’s a girl or
a boy”).
This went on for six months, and then we were looking at pamphlets on female
infertility in Dr Bannerjee’s clinic. “Not to worry, infertility is more common than you
think. In fact, around 10% of women have trouble conceiving…” The octogenarian then
pulled out another pamphlet, this one on IVF, and tried handing it to Myra, but the glossy
edges pushed ineffectually against her frozen fingers.
We went home. Myra slept for four hours. I opened my laptop and triple-checked the
same spreadsheet till the indifferent black lines slid over each other. Myra’s mother called,
and I told her Myra was taking a nap, she’d call back. At dinner that night, I told Myra that
we should probably consider adoption. Her face flickered for a moment. Then she forced
the haze back over her eyes, announced, “I’m sleepy,” and burrowed under the covers
again.
Myra never called her mother. We never gave away the alphabet book.
Now we’re eight months away from Dr. Bannerjee’s avuncular voice and ten feet from
the entrance to another nursery. “We have to keep switching up, or they’d notice that we
come in often but never buy anything,” she says. “I buy things sometimes,” I reply, but
Myra has already walked in.
Myra walks along the rows of freshly tilled earth for a few minutes, then turns
around and looks at me pointedly. I enquire loudly about the blooming period of
chrysanthemums, letting Myra disappear behind thick green stalks.
Twenty minutes later we sit in the car, and I watch Myra slip away. She wouldn’t
notice if I sat and stared at her as intently as she’s staring at the white rose in her hands. I
start driving eventually. I get out to go to the bank. When I come back she’s lying with her
eyes closed, the late afternoon sun turning her eyelids to tan petals as delicate as the ones
on the floor.
She waits till I’m seated to open her eyes and say, “Do you remember which movie we
saw on our second date?”
“It was a Shah Rukh Khan one, right?”
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“What was he called in that one? Rohan? Raj?”
“I don’t know,” I reply, dragging the words out so I can watch her face.
“Neither do I,” she says, pounding her small fist on the dashboard. “Dammit.”
Myra crosses her arms and lies back down in her seat. Her forehead smoothens again
before I’ve even put on my seatbelt. I still wait for a few minutes before I start driving.
I come home one day to find Myra sitting on the floor in our spare room, turning
the pages of our wedding photo album slowly. All around her are rose petals. It looks like
the quintessential scene where the husband scatters petals to surprise his wife, except this
husband came too late and this wife has spread her own petals.
I begin to wonder if Myra’s eyes will ever unglaze again. I put our pillows on the
wrong end of the bed; Myra falls asleep without a word. I serve Cheetos for breakfast;
Myra eats the orange junk. I replace the spices in the kitchen cupboard with her nail
polishes; Myra adds varnish to our dinner.
On Sunday, an invitation to my cousin’s baby shower drops into our mailbox. I tell
Myra about it over breakfast. “Chaachi will be offended if we don’t go,” I cajole. She looks
at me from behind the large blue lilies on the centre of the table. She swirls the muesli in
her bowl. “I’ll go,” she says.
The baby shower is held at one of the sprawling lawns of Delhi, where pastel pink
bunting and fairy lights show the way to the celebration. My cousin and her husband
stand next to a growing tower of gifts and accept congratulations. The baby sits in its pram
and blows spit bubbles out of its fat cheeks.
Myra and I meet the happy couple and give them our gift (a mobile of stuffed animals
I picked up after work yesterday). When we meet the baby, she looks up at us with her
giant eyes. I look at Myra more closely than at the baby. Myra smiles softly, then extends
her index finger for the baby to wrap its doll-like fingers around.
We greet relatives, take a slice of Barbie cake each, and sit down. We realise soon that
this party has mainly cold drinks and spring rolls. At the rate people are trickling in, lunch
won’t be served anytime soon.
After twenty minutes, Myra and I pretend we have another obligation and say
goodbye to the hosts, who are sharing a glass of champagne with their old boss, and to the
baby, who is smashing her fist into orange marzipan, and head back to our car.
When I start driving Myra says, “I’m hungry.”
“There’s a Subway down the street,” I offer.
Fifteen minutes later we’re behind the same counter we were five years ago. I order
and ask, “Do you want to eat in the park?”
“The one with the lake?”
“The one with the jungle gym.”
She nods.
We sit on the ground this time, leaning against the primary-coloured jungle gym. The
malevolent arthropods of our imagination turn out to be crimson lady bugs, skittering
harmlessly across our shoes.
Myra eats her sandwich slowly. Then suddenly she says, “What’s her name?”
“Alisha,” I reply.
“Not your cousin’s, the baby’s.”
“I think they’re leaning towards Sarah.”
She’s quiet after that, watching a ladybug blend into the leather of her red pumps.
The next morning as I’m reading the paper, I hear Myra cry out from the kitchen. I
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rush to the door and see her holding a small neon green bottle. “Who put this here?” she
asks.
“I have no idea,” I reply. Later, at work, I remember the astonishment in her voice and
smile into my tea.
She shakes me awake early on Sunday morning. I sit up straight, thinking stupidly
that she found the Cheetos in the cereal box.
“Do you think Sarah would prefer this” —she holds up the alphabet book— “or this?”
she gestures at the squeaky pink shoes still in their box.
I try to speak but the words are swimming in my brain. “Wha—? What time is it?”
She glances at the clock. “Five. Anyway, I was thinking both. But I don’t want to
shower Alisha with gifts right after the party. I think we should wait for the first birthday.”
“Yeah, probably,” I say, still rubbing my eyes.
She gets up. “Wait! What’re you doing?” I mumble.
“Cleaning the spare room,” she says simply.
“I’m coming,” I say.
In our nursery room-to-be, Myra and I open boxes and sort all the stuff we bought
till sunrays seep into the room, me in my superman T-shirt with the loose strings at the
sleeve and Myra in her cupcake pyjamas.
“This?” she asks, holding up a Lightning McQueen onesie.
“Charity,” I say.
By eight the birds outside have started chirping and Myra and I have three different
piles – To Give to Sarah, To Donate and To Throw. Myra sighs and sits on one of the
boxes. Neither of us realised till just now how many things we’d accumulated. I put the To
Throw out for the garbage and put eggs on the pan for Myra and me.
I go to the grocery store after breakfast to replenish our breakfast foods supply. Myra
says she’ll stay behind, find out which charities we can donate to. When I come back I see
the flowers from the dining table are missing. The grocery bags in my hands fall to the
ground with a soft thud.
“Myra?” I call. I’m scanning the floor for the tell-tale petals. I find her in our room,
book in hand and the flowers in the trash, petals intact. I look down at them and then
back up at her. “You threw the flowers,” I say.
She murmurs in assent, eyes still on the page.
“Did you… find what’s at the centre?”
She gets up, puts the book down, and when her arms are around my neck she smiles
and says, “Yes.”
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Elyse Thomas
The Sound of Dreams in Tehran
I tilted my head back, letting clustered dew coil along the bridge of my nose and slip
between parted lips. My hands slithered into the air, reaching for the wind chimes tangled
along the roof of the abandoned shed. I listened to their faint music, humming softly.
“Aara!” A voice skipped across the silence.“Aara!”
I smoothed my fingers along the grooves of my ear lobes, pressing against them to
block the sound of my older sister’s voice.
“Aara!” A figure stood in front of me.
“Eshal, go away. I’m tired.” My voice fluttered along the shed.
“Mama says we need to go, Aara.” Eshal tugged at my hidden wrists. “We need to go
deep in the city today.”
“Alright.” I stood up, smoothing down my long skirt and taking her left hand.  
We walked across the small, vert hill, waiting to see the vast forest of rubble and light
beige streets. Mama waited there, cloaked in heavy cloth and annoyance.
“Why did you take so long?” Her almond-shaped eyes glared at us beneath her hijab.  
I began, “It’s my fault, Ma-”
“Hush. We need to go to the square.” She briskly walked forward.
Our feet intertwined with caving crevices and the slender, black limbs of the other
people like us, lost and without place to call home.  
Mama told us to ignore them, keeping our eyes to the city and the reflection of the
blond sun. She told us to breathe in the hills that lay under the city and the concrete that
lay above it, mixing them together in our nostrils and then breathing them out separated,
two scents not leaving as one; she said it was good distraction.
Our feet ached from the long miles traveled to the center of Tehran, and our wrinkled
foreheads held the bitter notes of fragile sweat. My clothes fastened around my arms,
enveloping my skin with the humid air.
White and gray plaster lined the floors of the outdoor space, circling the cobalt pool of
water in the center. The Azadi Tower the Freedom Tower of Tehran lay towards the end of
the square. Its white marble reflected images of beggars coaxing tourists with chapped lips
and blistered fingertips. I searched for our gangly figures in the cut marble and dissonance
of our lives.
Mama had us sit down on the rim of the pool, calling strangers and asking for money
to help us live.
“Please.” Her voice echoed against the rusty, dented bowl we used to collect money.
“Please. It’s for my children. I have no husband. They need to eat. We need to eat.” She
motioned towards her mouth, and we motioned towards our stomachs.
A man walked towards us, his wide-brimmed hat fanning over his ebony sunglasses.
He carefully placed 500 rials, a golden coin glinting in the depths of the metal bowl.
We collected more money from tourists, but the rich people of Tehran glared at Mama’s
sagging skin. Mama let the insults that flowed from their lips hit her hijab and not her.
We left Azadi Square, heading for the street Jalal Al Ahmad. On the way, Mama
pointed to places of her childhood and little nooks she hid in while she worked in the
city. She taught us secret codes and ways to obtain rials and free, leftover food from
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street vendors at the end of the day. Her eyes curved upward as if they could smile at the
memories and nostalgia of her past.
In the street, we burrowed around the traffic, tapping against windows and shaking our
pot. Honks echoed across the grey sky, and taxi driver heads overturned through open
windows, yelling at one another to speed along the asphalt road.
Mama begged for more money while Eshal and I sat on the curb and took a break.
We breathed in the smell of street vendor food; chelo, rice, and meat kebobs wafted
through the heavy air. Bent, silver ladles bellowed from stew pots, and street vendors
called to the public, pushing their voices into hollowed ears.
My eyes examined trailing street shops until they settled on a tourist shop on the
corner. Trinkets and postcards of Tehran embraced the flutter of the wind. Wind chimes
hung in the doorway of the shop. These glowed silver, new metal draped across its
cylindrical body, and warm sounds sung from in between its circular lips unlike the rusty
ones by the shed on the outskirts of Tehran. I wanted them, but knew I’d never get them
because Papa was in prison for trying to escape Iran by boat many years ago. And only
men could carry a steady job in Tehran.
More shouts flew briskly though the air. I pushed my fingers against my ears, hoping
maybe the sound of the wind chimes could soothe the call of my disastrous city. It didn’t
work.
We went back to work, collecting money until the sky turned to a velvety navy. Mama
took us to the street vendors, taking the cold, leftover khoresht, stew, and lavash, thin
papery bread. We ate on the way home, tired and broken.
When we reached the outskirts of Tehran, I sauntered over to the shed, head scratching
splintered boards. That night, I dreamed of living in a villa with golden gates and a garden
of inverted tulips for Eshal and big rooms for Mama. The wind chimes showered the villa.
I awoke to the sound of Eshal’s voice and her figure trying to get me to do the same
routine again. As we walked to the Azadi Tower, I heard a familiar sound in the distance,
the dirty wind chimes kissing our ears.
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Elizabeth Wing
Daughters and Animals
When you came home she was sitting on the sofa watching a reality show about an
animal shelter.
She was slender, long-haired and poised. She could pull off the babydoll-dress-andmary-janes look. If you tried that you’d look like the wolf from little red riding hood:
like you’d eaten someone’s grandma and stole her clothes. Your stomach bulging out of
her nightgown. Popping the buttons off her apron as blood and saliva dribbled down the
crocheted shawl.
She wore a rabbit mask made of old plastic. The ears rigid and brittle. This must
be your sister, you thought, and thudded onto the cushion beside her. The sofa was a
leather job your mom dragged home from a garage sale. You weren’t allowed to eat on
it. According to Mom, stains never came out of leather. You looked over to your MaybeSister.
“Good program, huh?”
She nodded. “A few minutes ago the patron came by on a surprise visit and they had to
hide the sick cats in the closet so they wouldn’t be suspected for abuse.” She took television
very seriously.
“Sounds pretty intense.” Despite yourself, you smiled.
“It was”. The two of you watched for a few minutes in silence. You were hungry. You
filled a bowl with trail mix in the kitchen and sat it down on the sofa carefully because the
chocolate chips had gone melty. You didn’t want the Maybe-Sister took a pinch. You sure
didn’t have to worry about her spilling it in the crevices between the cushions.
“So,” you said. “What’s up with the mask?”
She didn’t answer. It unnerved you, but you couldn’t stop looking at it. The plastic was a
creamy color, yellowed by age, and apart from the whiskers bristling out above the mouth
it was completely smooth. Not a hint of expression breached that placid surface. Even
the eyeholes, covered over with a dark mesh, were vacant. You tried to think back the last
time You had a sister. On the screen a woman swooned over a labradoodle. “Oh my god,”
she said, flipping golden hair over her shoulder and gushing kisses onto it’ nose. “She’s the
little girl I always wanted.”
The program broke into an advertisement for cat food and a PSA about teen pregnancy.
You had to sham your way through a Great Gatsby paper so you went upstairs. Your room
was chaotic but comfortable.
You plucked Gatsby off the shelf with your schoolbooks. Mixed in were the books
Mom had bought you: Little Women, 500 More Things to Crochet, and a Wellesley College
publication “filled with advice” for girls (“Recycle! Do your best!”). There were also
your own books: memoirs about taming wild animals and hacking log cabins out of the
inflexible forest.
From your desk you could see into Mrs. Donner’s yard. It was a feral tangle of vine
and thistle. Mom was always giving her unsolicited advice on soil chemistry and pruning
technique. They both loved their gardens, you thought, but in different ways.
The words swam like fish on the page. They passed into your eyes and vanished. The
lines of logic that should string them together eluded you. A man, a woman, and a party.
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A girl, a sofa, a rabbit mask. Did it make sense? Should it have made sense?
“I think Ginger wants a walk,” said Maybe Sister, standing in the door frame. You
hadn’t heard her pad up the stairs. You went to the door and sure enough, old Gingersnap
was dancing around her feet. God, you loved that dog. You taught him how to leap hurdles
in fifth grade, and he could clear a trash can in a bound. Since then his back and hips had
gotten creaky, but he could fetch as well as ever.
You fumbled for your shoes, which you had kicked under the bed. Maybe-Sister did
not flinch from the doorframe.
“Want to come?” you asked. Ginger thought you were talking to him and went nuts.
Maybe-Sister shrugged.
“I guess.”
Something fluttered in your gut. A small victory. You snapped the leash onto Ginger
and he pulled you out into the yard. Mom had just put in a row of lettuces, and they stood
in military rows beside the radishes. Ginger towed you down the block and past Sue
the pianist’s bungalow and the ranch house that Mr. Gregate lived in. Mr. Gregate was a
hoarder. There were coathangers and naked barbies porcupining his garden beds, and his
windows were plastered with New Yorker cartoons. Once you went up to read them, which
Mom gave you hell about. “It may be a pigsty, but it’s his pigsty,” she said, and you filed the
line away to use as an excuse for the state of your room.
“So,” you said. “Have you, uh, been home a long time?”
“That depends of your definiton of ‘a long time,” Maybe-Sister fingered the crocheted
collar of her dress.
“So how long have you been home?”
“A while,” she said.
You laughed.
“What’s so funny?”
“I don’t know,” you said, mimicking her vagueness.
On Main Street there were some hippies with booths of snap peas and edible flowers
and hemp body butter. You handed Ginger’s leash to Maybe-Sister and rooted around in
your pocket for the five dollars you knew you had stuffed in there earlier.
“What’ll it be?” asked the dreadlocked man. He was pitched forward in his folding
chair, counting crumpled bills. You looked at Maybe-Sister and at the produce on the
table. You had an idea, and it was kind of cheeky.
“Um, some carrots, please,” you said. He sold you the world’s funkiest bundle of carrots.
They were multicolored and gnarled and had soil worn into their creases. One had split
into two tines. Their tops were a froth of green.
When you chomped into one, it was surprisingly sweet and sharp.
You stopped at the vacant lot on the corner and sat on a cinderblock.
Maybe-Sister sat down beside you. You could hear her sniffing.
“Smells like summer coming, huh?”
“That is correct,” she said. Maybe-Sister took a carrot and you and smelled the air
together. Mostly, it had vacant-lot smells: straw and beer cans and dust. But it had the
crackling smell of rain storms on cement as well.
You crunched your carrots. Ginger leaned against your legs, so you stroked him
between the ears and he just sort of melted. You wished Maybe Sister would do that.
Loosen up. Take off the mask.
When the carrots were gone she seemed antsy, brushing imaginary dirt from her dress
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and arranging the pleats again and again. Ginger rammed his nose into her crotch, then
motioned for her to get up.
“He wants to play tag, I think,” Said Maybe-Sister.
“Yeah,” you said. “Let’s do that.”
She was lighter on her feet, but you were wearing sensible shoes, so you were evenly
matched. She was probably your sister, after all. You had probably wrestled and raced a
million times before.
“And who will be it?” she asked.
You grinned. “Nose Goes!” You tapped your nose.
“Okay, then,” she said. “I am It. On the count of ten….nine…”
You hopped up and ran to the far corner of the field, then stopped, bouncing on the balls
of your feet. School had been sluggish and muggish all day. It felt good to move your body.
Maybe-Sister ran towards you, leaping over cinder blocks and tussocks of thistle. You
zigged to the right, zagged to the left, zapped backwards. You crashed into the chainlink
fence and she caught you there, with a tap on the shoulder.
“Nice work,” you said. “How can you do this with the mask? See, I mean?”
She giggled, demure. “It’s easy, once you get used to it.”
“Can I see, then?”
“Nice try. But you’re it, remember.” With that she pushed away from the chainlink like
a swimmer off a pool wall. You swore you saw her slip a skip in there. A twirl. A cloud
passed into the sun’s path, everything sunk a little dimmer.
After ten silent counts you followed, chased her to the perimeter and all around it.
Your blood was moving in your thighs. It was exhilarating. At one point you plowed
through a cluster of ripe dandelions and sent the thistledown spin drifting. It lodged in
your hair and your nose making you sneeze.
You used an old tactic, let her have a comfortable lead and let her lag, tire. Then you
made a mad scramble. Old Gingersnap, who had been flitting in between the two of you,
panted along at your side as you careened into her.
She whirled off balance. “Hey! You got me.” Her voice had a new vibrancy to it.
“Hey hey,” you said. “I got you.” The cloud slipped away. You could feel your pupils
retract as the sun flooded the field. You pulled her into a hug. She leaned in, breathed in.
Her shoulderblades were fragile as a hatchling’s wings. She smelled like the binding of
phone books, homemade cake batter, and something else, a musky bitter-sweetness like
vanilla.
“And what do I smell like?” you asked.
“Hmm?” she turned her head, and the mask was touching your shoulder now. It was
cool and charged with a faint static.
“Sorry,” you stuffed your hands into your pockets. “That was a weird question.”
“No it’s not,” she said. “People carry whole stories on their clothes. You smell like
graphite and paper-”
“Those are school smells. I shanked a chemistry test today.”
She cocked her head. “Is shanked good or bad?”
“It depends,” you said “In this case, bad.”
“Oh. But anyway, under that there’s another smell, it’s earthy like vines growing.”
You pictured a lavish snarl of vines, the fat kind. The kind Tarzan could swing on. They
wound around your intestines and wove up your ribcage, to your lungs which were the
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texture of birthday cake. You pictured them thorny, defiant, flexible as snakes. You like
that picture.
“Let’s keep going so we’ll be home in time for dinner,” said Maybe-Sister, pulling out of
the hug.
“Ok.” You whistled for Ginger and hitched him to his leash.
You headed for the inkwells, which were on the outskirts of the suburbs, where the
lawns were scruffy as hitchhikers beards, and yards were protected by pit bulls instead of
picket fences. You went past the self-storage lot. There were rows and rows and rows of
boxes. In the afternoon light they were eerily half-lit and spotted with crow shit. Cul-desacs. Concrete. It was a lonely landscape. The three of you were a tight little tribe as you
made your way through it. A butchy, low-voiced girl, an old dog who clung to his vigor, an
enigma in a rabbit mask: you were the last outpost of weirdness in all the conformity. At
the end of Sherman Drive you turned to an off spike of the road. You scrambled down the
dusty path to the inkwells, deep cauldrons in the stone that water coursed through. Jocks
came here to swim. You heard that this is where Cathy Tallarico got pregnant, but then
again it was probably a rumor. Ginger catapulted into the water, then circled back to shake
on you.
If I can get her in the water, then she’ll have to take off the mask. An idea bubbled up in
your mind. “I’ll go in if you do,” you said to her. Ginger nudged at her knees.
The inkwell you were standing at was the largest, twenty feet across and twelve feet
deep.
“Come on,” you said. “Just take off that silly mask and let’s shank this together.
Her voice stayed warm, but she shook her head.“Maybe I’ll shank it later,” she said. “But
I’ll watch you.”
You lead her up to an outcropping over the inkwell, and shed your shirt like a snake
slithering out of its skin. Under it you were wearing a nylon sports bra ,which you didn’t
need because your breasts were the size of plums.
You squatted, swung your arms like pendulums, and launched off, cannonballing with
a colossal splash.
Underwater, your ears tingled in the dazzle of bubbles. The coolness of the water was
a lovely shock, clenched the serpent of your spine. You back stroked to the shore. MaybeSister watched everything. Or watched something behind you. Late-afternoon amber
honeycombed across the mesh in the mask’s eye sockets.
The mask! If only she would take it off for a quick paddle.
You clambered to shore, past Ginger who gave slobbery congratulations, and up the
outcropping. Your wet capris swung heavily.
“Nice cannonball,” said Maybe-Sister
“You should try it.”
“Hmm.”
“Really. It’s epic.”
“No thanks.”
And that is when you pushed her.
She flailed for a moment, then sliced into the water like a pine-needle. The ripples
healed over before she came up for air.
The only sounds were Ginger’s panting and crows’ gossip from the telephone wires.
She broke the surface like an alarm pops the membrane of sleep. Maskless. You saw her
nutmeg hair. It seemed to be plastered down her back. No, that was fur. Fur, blazing across
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her body.
Her calves shot out into long sheaths of muscle. Her torso softened and lost it’s concave
tautness. Her head pitched forward and her eyes drifted apart. Her fingers lodged into
each other, and her ears—
An enormous hare reached the sandbank and scampered up. Ginger rocketed towards
it barking and it froze. It looked at you for a moment with infinite oil-slick eyes. It blinked,
and it’s lashes were were long as a drag queen’s. Then bounded off. Arthritic old Ginger
quit the chase after a pant and a half.
You started, but you couldn’t chase the hare. It disappeared into the undergrowth.
Rustling bushes, then quiet. A single mary jane, pebbles studding the sole, bobbed to the
shore. A woman’s size five and a half, patent leather. Tiny cream-colored bow, and knobby
kitten heel. Dust clinging to the interior, but not a yellow sweat-stain anywhere. It smelled
like milk and clean fur.
Dejected, Ginger circled back to you. His tongue lolled as he stared into your face.
You bent down and met him. Eye to eye. Creature to creature.
“Was she there?” you asked. “Did we almost catch the big rabbit?”
Ginger barked once in response.
“She got away.” You could feel the bitterness percolate into your voice. “She fucking
got away. Maybe it was us. Maybe we’re stinky and dumb. Or maybe she got tired of being
the little girl Mom always wanted. Or maybe I never had a sister.” So many maybes. You
corkscrewed your knuckles into your eyes. With your eyes closed, you had your own
private lightshow.
The sun was dropping low. Unlike her, you were going home.
You treaded home, squelching in your soggy converse. Ginger was floppy and slow. At
home you kicked off your shoes and sat down to dinner. Dad had made spaghetti. As
Mom fussed over the mud you had tracked onto the carpet, you handed her the mary
jane. She examined it casually, as if it was just a shoe. Not a compromise. Not an artifact.
Not a peace offering. The table was set for three, just as it had been all along.
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Michal Zadok
Never Trust a Naatrid
I always thought, if someone were to kill me, it’d be a Naatrid.
Not to be racist or anything—racist? Speciesist?—but I always figured, if someone
were to hold a gun to my head and pull the trigger, or stab me in the back, or maybe even
between the eyes, a Naatrid would be on the aiming side of the weapon.
My people don’t agree. Us Conglomerate folk, we hate the Alliance. You know.
Kyraseo, the Clarae system, Magnelite. All those worlds, splitting at the seams with dying,
codependent species that wouldn’t last ten minutes without each other.
But our people don’t fear the Naatrid. I know my people. Up front, they honor Naatrids
as warriors, as powerful fighters that we can use. But behind their backs, they talk of the
Naatrid as if they were lost animals, petty children who deserve nothing more than scorn.
Like how some races throw vicious animals into the fight first, to weaken the opposition.
My people couldn’t care less about the Naatrid.
The planets of the Shal’ra Conglomerate are self-sufficient. We rarely communicate
or rally together under any unifying cause. All twenty-six of our worlds could,
independently, start a war with a small, unaffiliated planetoid and win in a matter of days.
But we fear the Alliance’s unity. We fear the fact that, should some wayward Shalyran
minister take it upon himself to deck a Magnan in the face, or start a bar fight with one of
the millions of inebriated Obsol miners, or maybe even tell some Kyrasi heiress that her
gills are looking a little crooked, we’d have another galactic war on our hands.
Well, we used to fear war.
Then our new Seo came along.
I’m a dutiful member of the Conglomerate, down to the talons. When the news
came to Shaltra that Seo Nakm had not only created a new alliance with our closest
trade partners, but had assassinated the heirs to the Kyrasi throne and declared war on
the entire Alliance, I reluctantly took my place in the army. It seemed that only I was
reluctant—then again, for the rest of my people, willingness made sense. We hate the
Kyrasi. And with our allies and their resources at our disposal, we had a significantly
higher chance of winning. An independent system is only so powerful in a war against the
entire Tripartite Galactic Alliance.
I was a pilot—well, more like a transport pilot. I took people from the Conglomerate
and brought them to the fight. Never once did someone expect me to pick up a weapon, or
to hold a gun any stronger than a sidearm. My ship was my weapon, and even then I was
never expected to return fire. I was never unnaturally scared or fearful for my life. After
all, I knew, deep in my soul, that it wouldn’t be any Alliance fighter that killed me. It would
be a Naatrid.
As was my duty, I rarely questioned my orders. Why should I? It wasn’t my place. The
ship, the Vertigo, that was where my power lay. When a Shalqran captain told me to go to
the Magnan moon and retrieve his assassins, in the heat of the heaviest battle of the war, I
did. When General Morguen ordered me to do a bombing run on the Earth barrier, I did.
Even when I was rerouted to escort an Amban ship to Archia at any and all costs, I did so
dutifully, unhindered by fear. This war could never kill me.
The first time I ever questioned orders was when I was told to go to Naatrid. Just
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slipped out, really. It wasn’t intentional in the slightest. But the Shalsran who delivered the
order thought I was serious, and had to consult her manager to figure out the appropriate
way of responding.
Of course, the order stood. The manager made a big deal out of how I had dared speak
against my duty, and I apologized, sincerely. But nagging in my head was my first inkling
of unfounded fear, the reminder of my greatest terror.
My crew knew this fear of mine. A pilot’s crew is family. But they are of the new
Conglomerate, of Nakm’s regime. Where I see menace, they see paranoia. They were
respectful yet wary. I never made any indication to them that I was uncomfortable—
besides, there were no Naatrids aboard the Vertigo to fear. But I’m sure they knew. My
eyes felt wild as I plotted the course that would lead me to what was sure to be my own
death.
Usually, my crew fills a voyage with stories of victory and happiness, of peace and love,
of the good times. This time, the Vertigo was silent as the space encasing it. Only my
orders rang out as I directed us away from battles and towards the fringes of colonized
space. Towards the planet known as Naatrid.
A chill ran through me as we breached the atmosphere, entering a world where
life lives in the negative temperatures. I knew my orders—be polite. Take on thirty
mercenaries from the Geldi base. Deposit them three days later on the Magnan surface
for a sabotage mission. I didn’t need to wait for them once I dropped them off. They’d find
their own way out. Or not. Simple, clean sabotage, no strings attached.
I failed my first order immediately and on purpose. On my orders, the Vertigo didn’t
land a few kilometers from Geldi as instructed, but rather directly on the base’s landing
pad. So much for being polite.
As my customs dictate, I waited at the base of the ramp to greet the Naatrid. My home,
Shaltra, is a tropical paradise, and yet on this world my breath left icy plumes in the air.
The Naatrid squadron exited the base with an air as frigid as the planet around them—
and even my brazen crew, curious by nature, took a few steps back at the sight of their
heavy armaments. But my orders never told me I had a right to move away.
I’m no fighter, by any means, but my fingers twitched over my gun regardless as their
leader moved towards me. They didn’t seem angry with my breach in decorum. The
captain reached out for my hand to shake, waiting expectantly for me to show him the
respect he granted me.
I grabbed his hand—it was, if possible, colder than the atmosphere and the Naatrid
combined.
Ah, the infamous Captain Bj. An honor to fly with you, he said, coolly, rationally. I was
honestly surprised he knew my name. His Shal’ran was fragmented at best, but he didn’t
seem to care.
I invited him aboard with all the politeness my entrance had been lacking. His soldiers
followed, my crew leading them to what would be their barracks for the next sixty-eight
hours. But the captain stayed with me. He introduced himself as Vargeiis, and together we
sat in the mess hall and just...talked. It was strange. His weapons were aside, he seemed to
have no animosity towards me. But just talking? That was it? No secret war talks, no veiled
threats, nothing related to this critical sabotage mission?
Nothing. Nothing but questions, hinging on the border of invasiveness. Somehow he
knew my first name, as well as everything about my career, but my feats of excellence
hardly seemed to impress him. He reminded me of my jolly uncle Pedx, with all these
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curiosities about my personal life—my orders were the only thing keeping me sane
through the conversation. Be polite, Tyro. Polite. Being killed by a Naatrid can wait a few
years.
Tell me about yourself, Tyro. Any family? Friends? Acquaintances?
I shook my head. Just my uncle, sister, and two nieces. No friends beside my crew. On
Shaltra, everyone’s an acquaintance.
He then felt the need to reciprocate all his prying, and began recounting the minutiae
of his life and family back home. His stories were actually rather nice, if not a little droll.
The ones about his children put me at ease somewhat, enough to completely stow my
weapon. Of course, I would’ve been content to stay on a topic that didn’t involve my life in
any capacity, but ultimately his mind wandered back to me.
What about you? Why do you fight?
I didn’t fight. I flew. I frankly didn’t care who I flew where, since I felt no personal stake
in this war. As long as Shaltra would be around for me to come home to, I’d be content
doing something else altogether.
I told him as much and he laughed, a deep, rumbling chuckle that almost sounded
warm.
Ah. You’re not like the Naatrid, then. You don’t have a reason. We need a reason to fight.
There’s no honor in it otherwise.
What’s your reason?
We are still mercenaries, my young Captain. Money has its virtues. But there is always
honor to be found in joining an ally in combat.
And you find honor in a war that isn’t yours?
It is as much yours as it is mine, Tyro. As you said, you don’t fight. The Naatrid were hired
to pick up your slack—you’ll lose Magnelite without us and you know it.
I couldn’t care less.
He was rather silent after that. I guess I had defined the line between us.
There were no long talks with Vargeiis after that. My crew seemed to learn my
discomfort with the Naatrid as the days passed. It’s not really their appearance, in my
opinion. They look as humanoid as we do, perhaps even more so. But on my ship, they
held their weapons with such conviction that one couldn’t help but wonder how likely
they were to use them on us. I could look at any one of the mercenaries and vividly picture
my murder, scene by scene, like a visceral slideshow.
The days dragged, the two crews staying apart without anyone telling them to. We
arrived none too soon in the Magnan system. The Naatrid were ready for battle, weapons
and arcane magic locked and loaded. Good for them. Despite that unwelcome heart-toheart with Vargeiis, I didn’t plan on staying to take them home.
Then the battle began.
Alarms blared, the Vertigo rocked in the sky and barely made it to the ground. People
screamed—my crew. Something was wrong, my crew would never act so unprofessionally.
The enemy was onboard.
Of course. Stupid. Our cargo must’ve turned on us. My basic training kicked in. I
pulled out my gun and sprinted towards the loading bay, following the sounds of Naatrid
war cries as my heart rose into my throat. The entire ship was decimated—it was a miracle
that it hadn’t exploded yet. But the fight had been carried outside.
I made my way down the ramp and immediately came across Vargeiis, his blade
buried in a person obscured from view. He whirled on me in a fury, but his eyes lighted
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immediately when he saw me.
Captain. Get on the ship, he snapped. His Naatrid was slow and easy to understand, but
even so I barely managed to catch the basest meaning. You’re not safe here.
All that mattered to me was the crewmember on his weapon. You killed them. You
attacked my crew.
Don’t be ridic—LOOK OUT!
He lunged for me, and I fired blindly—but I was never a soldier. My shot went wide
and he tackled me to the ground as a deafening crack split the air and Vargeiis was
suddenly twice as heavy.
I gasped for breath and rolled him off of me, his body cold as his homeworld, the
burning mark on his back bringing with it a strange sense of clarity. My eyes poured over
his face, looking for evil and finding only the blank stare that I usually associated with a
fallen crewmember.
The other Naatrid were nowhere to be seen. Panting, I staggered to my feet, but didn’t
make it far before collapsing. Vargeiis’ victim was before me—but instead of the blue
armor of my crew, I saw the red fatigues of the Magnan army.
An enemy. Vargeiis had been fighting the enemy.
Vargeiis had saved me from the enemy.
How about that.
Someone screamed in the distance, a familiar voice, and I made the fatal mistake of
letting it distract me.
I didn’t see it happen. But I heard it coming, heard the ragged tones of Magnan speech
as a soldier shoved a knife through my torso.
Magnan is my weakest language, but the few words I heard still ring in my ears—Glory
to the Alliance.
Glory to the Alliance. No reason. No foundation. No “leave my planet alone” speech.
Just the Alliance versus the Conglomerate. No matter why.
And now, here I am. Lying in wait for death. Soon to be killed over a conflict I couldn’t
care less about. Wondering if Vargeiis went to the same heaven as I will.
At least, I’ve learned my lesson.
If it was a Naatrid who’d have killed me, they would’ve found a better reason.
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NONFICTION

Sahara Sidi
Blessings
In this cafe, my tongue trips over the menu’s cursive French. The walls are ironically
covered with paintings of naked women hiding their curves behind godly clouds and thin
sheets. Naked white women, so typical of the French. I feel myself blushing, like I should
be embarrassed of a body so similar to my own.
Underneath the Mauritanian sky, underneath the heavy veils and burdening shame, we
are a dirty, African France tricked into a false sense of liberation. Words are twisted into
aristocratic Arabic and we bleach ourselves, teaching children to resent their melanin.
Young girls sleep in white cream masks to wake up the next day shades lighter, and this is
beautiful. White is beautiful.
My people smoke cigarettes before they can even read, if they ever read. Women don’t
question a tradition determined to cloak them in robes, despite the desert heat. They
don’t fight for their rights, because they don’t think they need them, especially when
their husband’s money is spent on jewelry and the most expensive fabrics. They decorate
themselves like rooms, no more than a place to be entered and left.
Mauritania is a cafe country; there is one on every corner. Peering through a window
beside my table, I’ve begun my second cup of chai. I am dining alone, but the view offers
me more than any conversation could. Across the street, I see black boys selling burnt
bread beside their mother, mocha leathered skin and protruding bones and shoulders
bearing every burden. Her boys approach the Mercedes during traffic and peer into tinted
windows, offering powdered cinnamon in red plastic bags. I know their script by heart;
they are selling for no more than 100 ouguiya1. My father has told them no while stuck in
trafficked streets. They’ve asked him to pray for their brother who is ill, but he waved them
away from our car, like they were no more than animals getting too close. I said nothing.
From my place in the backseat, I said nothing.
The sun has no shame today. I watch the boys, their shirts soaking up the proof of
hard work. They weave in and out of stopped cars and choke on the dust and pollution.
Their bare feet crush cans and water bottles buried in sandy streets. From my table, I
can’t imagine what it takes to sweat so much your entire shirt changes color. I am fairskinned and privileged, hiding in a painted mansion with built in AC and a TV in every
room with meals brought to me on silver platters and decorated plates. They live on
cement foundation blocks. Folded clothes serve as their mattresses. They are dining on
leftover lamb their sisters hide in their mulafa2 to bring home when no one in our kitchen
is looking. My grandmother has told me to pray for them, “the blessings will come,
inshallah3.” My grandmother doesn’t realize, blessings only exist for those who can afford
them.
I once loved a black boy in my bedroom. My hand could wrap around his bicep. I
watched my thumb touch my forefinger. After that, I held my own weight, scared I’d feel
his brittle bones snap underneath me. On mornings, when the sun was still heavy with
[1] Mauritanian currency
[2] Traditional Mauritanian female garment
[3] ” if God wills”
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our country’s fatigue, I passed him in the kitchen on my way to school. He waved me
sabaa al-khair⁴ with twinkling, skeletal fingers and worked over my father’s breakfast. In
secret, I’d teach him arithmetic. Now, he can count all the disadvantages of being black in
Mauritania. When we knew my father couldn’t see us we tangled our skin tones and made
love to our differences. He’d kiss me once before I left for America with lips like sandpaper,
pulling away from me; his smile displayed his swollen gums.
“My little white girl.” He told me I tasted like opportunity.
From across the street, I wonder if those boys can know I am sorry. I wonder if they
know I am praying for their brother, that I still dream of their mother, and often think of
what streets they’re running through, whose windows they’re peering into today. Beside
me, the waitress clears her throat. Menu in hand, I think of what they’d want.
“Anything.” I tell her.
[4] Good morning
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Daisy Bucio Velazquez
Chicana Cumbialera
Cumbia is a dance that can have the saddest lyrics, but the most inspiring, uplifting
beat. Rarely does anyone listen to the meaning of the song because everyone is focusing
on masking their emotions with the crescendo of the joyous rhythm. As I am getting up
to express myself out on the dance floor, I am stopped. Stopped by the strangers I call
family. Stopped by the strangers that make this society. These strangers keep stepping on
my right and my left foot vigorously. They bump into me as I am trying to find myself.
They dominate the dance floor. That is when I realize that they want me to be part of the
audience. Tired of being the lost soul on the dance floor, I start observing and know that I
need to break myself down, step by step.
One: I bring my right foot over my left. It must be done with confidence so I won’t lose
my balance. It is difficult at first because when I see myself succeed, my family sees me
fail. When I tell them my dreams, they say, “You should lower your expectations.” They
want me to stop immediately; they do not believe I am capable of thinking on my own
and exceeding. I start stepping into confidence. I will believe that what my heart says is
true. I begin to believe that I do know what is best for me. I am capable of accomplishing
my goals. Those strangers should not thrust me into their close-minded box. Their words
are irrelevant. I learn that I need to have confidence in my own dreams to turn them into
reality. Step one: I need to believe in myself.
Two: I bring my left foot beside my right. I bring my left foot beside my right because
I need to stand my ground. I need to stand my ground between society and my dreams.
I always listen to the comments and questions that these random strangers have to
ask.“You are a Latina woman, so your dreams are to be a housewife, right?” “Oh you’re
from the South Side, so you are like those gangster Latinas we see in the movies.” “You’re
a Chicana? That means you’re a chola, right?” In order for me to keep moving forward I
need to listen and pay attention to every stereotypical thing they have to say about Latinas
and prove them wrong. They will not oppress me; they are my motivation. Two: Defeat the
stereotype imposed upon me.
Three: As I bring my left foot over my right, my right foot goes back. Then it repeats
itself all over again. Once I step out with my left, I release the negativity. I am not going
to carry the resentment on my shoulders; I will be freed. As my right foot goes back, I
still hold on to some of the comments said to me but this time around convert it into
positivity. I am now at peace with my family and society, but most importantly, I am at
peace with myself. I now know it is about me and my future.
Now that I have learned the three basic steps of Cumbia, I know that is not enough to
dominate the dance floor. This is where I push myself into challenging myself by learning
more advanced techniques. I know that if I want to be known as someone, I will have to
work harder. I am going to be someone who helps the minority prosper. I will be someone
who makes a positive change towards society. I will be financially stable for my family and
myself. I will become a forensic scientist, writer, or an English teacher. I will be successful.
I will not just mix in with the crowd. I will dominate the dance floor. I will not be seen
as an ordinary girl, but extraordinary. My rhythm will be a representation of a Chicana
(Mexican-American) defeating oppression from her family and society.
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The moment I press play the rhythm starts streaming through my body. I no longer
have blood flowing through my veins, instead it is stories of where I come from and where
I am heading. I may have a sad or harsh past, but it is the way I choose to interpret it that
matters. I will not let my past define me, instead I find the inspiring, uplifting beat to help
guide me in my future. I know that one who comes from nothing knows exactly want they
want to accomplish in life. I will now be the one guiding. Grabbing hold of my younger
sister’s hands and guiding her to the dance floor. She will never be part of the audience
because I will teach her every step scrupulously. I will be her mentor because she looks up
to me, and I will do everything in my power to not let her fail. Even if she does, I will be
there to pick her up and continue to encourage her. We will dominate the dance floor and
the spotlight will be just on us.
Cumbia is my body’s music. My heart is the lyrics, while my blood is the beat. I am
a Chicana Cumbialera. One. Confidence. Two. Motivation. Three. Release. Ambition.
Advance.
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Sophia Bruce
August 17: Windsor
Hannanh was a live wire and the doors of the cabin were bolted. She ran the show and
no one objected. Her resume outdid us all: an edgy undercut, experience in the field, and
interactions with druggies. And nobody else would do it.
“How many of you really want one? One hundred percent sure you want one?” She
asked, looming over us in the same manner a father adopts to scare off his teenager’s new
boyfriend.
Nine of us were mishmashed across the floor. Four raised our hands.
“Okay. Show up at the Mo at three or I’m not doing it.”
***
In the summer of 2016, Camp Ahavah was mainly fueled by forty rich New York
families who wanted their eleven to sixteen-year-old kids to feel “more Jewish”,
and perhaps thought that the sweet, redneck-infused air of the upstate border with
Pennsylvania would heighten the spirituality of their bundles of diminishing joy. Ahavah
was stretched and beaten to within an inch of its life at the center of a tug-of-war between
the campers and the invisible, elusive board. The board fought to make us “more Jewish,”
implementing longer prayer services, employing confused Israeli counselors, and slapping
Hebrew names on everything within a mile’s radius. The lake wasn’t the lake. It was the
“agam.” Electives were “chugim.” Our clubhouse was the “Mo,” short for “moadon.” We
retaliated by subconsciously breaking every Jewish law we could break. In this we were
united.
In our Mo was the following: A box of Strawberry Fields tic-tacs, seven seltzers, a
crate of ramen, two Sprites, and a bag of peach gummies. Seven folding chairs that failed
to accommodate the nine of us, so lap-sitting was encouraged and frequently practiced.
Fairy lights and a broom. Yellowing paper signs wilting to the floor; faded announcements
of each camp takeover: Super-coup 2008, Zion-zman 2011. Shrek-coup 2016. An order
painted on the barn-style door: “STOMP!” So we stomped the stairs to groaning, scaring
mice back into the walls. Temporarily a portable kettle, paper towels, alcohol wipes, India
ink, a pile of needles.
***
A swell of crop-topped, short-shorted teens ran sweaty from the basketball court,
and I thought of my mother. She knew nothing of my crop tops stashed in a jewelry box,
folded tight in a hidden compartment. She told me at seven years old that crop tops were
against Jewish law, which I didn’t believe one bit, that forgetting to wash the dishes would
cause God to detract a mitzvah from my record, which I didn’t believe one bit, and that
Jews who got tattoos couldn’t be buried in Jewish cemeteries, which my brain inhaled and
absorbed and folded tight in its own hidden compartment. It was the only time I thought
of my mother that night.
Down from the basketball court, along the row of cabins, and to the kitchen. Friends
beckoned from inside the walk-in freezer, the chill of which I embraced with gusto similar
to those films where long-lost children slow motion sprint into their mother’s arms. A
popular spot following hours of Israeli line dancing, forty square feet of frosted metal
reverberated with chatter.
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“Maybe I’ll just watch a movie tonight or something. Still haven’t seen the new
Avengers.”
“Bo-ring. We’re playing cards on the roof later, come and bring a sleeping bag.”
“What are you gonna do, Soph?”
I felt multiple hands clamp my shoulders, stiff and tense. I shrugged.
“Uh, no idea.”
***
Ahavah provided hearty samplings of the New York City boroughs, as well as some
small towns on the outskirts of the city. My age group, the eldest, was an East Coast
melding of kids, but still, over half hailed from the Empire State. Enter Manhattan.
Manhattan gave me Abby, a lawyer-parented girl who managed to wear the same “pugs,
not drugs” shirt everyday. She brought two chairs from home. Her five duffel bags had
to be paraded to the cabin by an army of eleven-year-olds. She smuggled in boxes upon
boxes of strawberry licorice--and not Twizzlers, but the good stuff--which automatically
promoted her to the status of top bitch.
The “B” boroughs were simple: Brooklyn made the pretty girls and the Bronx made the
pretty boys. The majority of Brooklyn and the Bronx arrived in the later years, ushering
in the inevitable era of sexual frenzy. This era existed generally only between those two
species, but occasionally a lucky outsider would slink themselves in, unnoticed.
We had two from White Plains, just north of the city. Their main attributes were thier
lankiness, their plaid shirts, and eagerness to have philosophical discussions at unusual
hours of the night. “Do you think you’re honest with yourself, Sophia? Like… about…
time?” I think they might have also smuggled something into camp. White Plains kids
taught me how to misbehave, to the extent that a middle-class Jewish girl from New
England is willing to misbehave. I visited the two of them over the year once, and we
stopped for lunch at a Chipotle. I wanted soda, and was instructed by one to simply ask
for a water cup and fill it with soft drink. I approached the counter. I’m breaking the law,
holy cow, I’m breaking the law.
“Can I get a cup for water, please?”
In retrospect, the half-asleep teen taking orders probably knew I wasn’t getting water.
I bet nine out of ten times kids say “water,” they mean “cola” or “lemonade” or “a smooth
blend of ice and all fifteen bubbly drinks in the machine.” I learned to drink soda the
White Plains way.
***
I sat in the bed of my “It’s Complicated” of two summers, attempting to cuddle and eat
Sour Patch Kids simultaneously. He was a Bronxite. I, a complete Connecticut outsider,
considered myself lucky.
“What are you getting? Your hand went up like a bullet when Hannanh asked.”
I chewed a lime candy, swallowed, and dusted sugar from my fingers.
“A sun.” I responded. “Like the way little kids draw it; a circle and a bunch of lines. I
dunno, it’s something positive, you know? What about you?”
“A ‘Y’.”
“A ‘Why’?”
“The letter ‘Y’.”
He explained his reasoning. “I mean, it’s a great conversation starter. A “Y” on your leg.
It doesn’t have to have any hidden meaning or anything, which means the focus is on the
story of getting it.”
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***
At three in the morning I reached the stairs of the Mo, stomped any rodents away,
heaved the rotting wooden door sideways, and occupied a folding chair. They were now
arranged in a jumbled circle around one of the more comfortable ones in the middle.
Shira from Brooklyn (“I want a lovely little crescent moon on my hip”) was first, and
fluttered into her thirty-minute throne like the Jewish-American Princess she was. With
a flip of her hair and a predictably fake tinkling laugh she had Hannanh play Katy Perry
from her phone and instructed the closest boy to hold her hand, her sole remedy for
possible pain.
Whenever a new person sat in the chair, either lowering themselves down hesitantly
or in a casual, sitting-down-to-dinner way, we became a machine. Hannanh would tear
an alcoholic wipe and dab at the chosen spot; a hip, a thigh, the side of a torso. One boy
stood by the cheap portable kettle, pouring steaming water into a bowl, monitoring as it
washed over a needle. I was seated closest to the door, so I would take the bowl and slosh
excess water into the trees outside, and simultaneously keep an eye out for flashlight-clad
counselors. The sanitized needle would dip into ink and we would all lean in, looking
intently at where Hannanh carefully poked patterns. Wipes were torn open and used
again, stinging as the liquid seeped from gauze into fleshy indents. Large band-aids were
applied, and the process repeated.
First was Shira’s moon, then a lightning bolt, then a “Y,” and finally a sun, the way little
kids draw it. Three of us remained; Hannanh etching ink into the flimsy skin webbing the
side of my ribcage, myself stretching awkwardly in the center chair, and Shira hovering
over the scene, interjecting as frequently as possible, “Can you hurry up?” Hannanh’s
response was to both glare up at her and jab extra painfully into my side. The rest of the
age group had snuck a mile out to the lake, and were waiting.
***
Camp Ahavah shut down after the summer of 2016. Underfunded, apparently.
***
Five in the morning, and we were a small group of Jewish kids sprawled across a dock
and sprawled across each other, limbs dangling nonchalantly above the water. Pre-dawn
mist rose up across the lake and sifted through trees. And there was a sun on my ribcage.
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Kelley Liu
Peel
Every day I peel something without purpose. Not because it’s a compulsion, but
because we’re always peeling things without noticing. Oranges, bananas, apples, plastic
wrap, expiration stickers, aluminum foil. If the skin or wrapping tears unevenly, it’s a bad
omen. This morning, I’ve peeled my egg before I even realize what I’ve done, the whites
peeking out, naked and wholesome under shed skin.
--The plastic tree was only forty-nine dollars. It stands next to another fake plant,
something that could have been perennial. Sometimes I think the tree admires winter
more than I do, staring loudly out the living-room window. Its tinsel and bells are stitched
onto its branches, but we’ve never put it away to notice.
--My mother’s packages sit expectantly on the front steps when I get home, as though
they might let themselves in. Their mailing stickers still put her address as ours, even
though she’ll be at her new job in China for the next three years. I peel the stickers off and
roll them in my hands, the adhesive pulling gently on the skin of my palm.
--My friend texts me about a show I should watch, one of the many recommendations
he’s given. We share a connection in gender that makes the friendship seem more intimate
than it is. I think about my inability to provide things for him, to contribute anything
meaningful. I ignore his message and wonder how I have so little to do.
--Every time it snows, the cars push a muddy line of slush through the road that runs
near our backyard. The soiled landscape is like a painting torn up by teeth, white dirtied
by tobacco or chocolate. The chiaroscuro of branches, hills, people. The headlights erratic
through the trees.
--My mother still calls sometimes to inquire after the state of things. Have you been
eating well? Has it been too long since we’ve talked?
--Over the weekend I acquire a hangnail. It gets caught on a belt loop as I get dressed. I
peel it back enough to use scissors, but I accidentally nip off a piece of flesh.
--The seams of my backpack have remained intact. It’s the zipper that’s broken. My
friend was the first to notice. I have to be wary of carrying too much weight or the zipper
will pop open like stitches on the forearm of some great beast, ripping under strain and
contortion.
--My friend waves in the crowded hallway and walks over, looking out of place. His
curls, mottled skin, and pink cuticles are thick, like eraser shavings that bunch up in the
middle of the page. He tells me about a new friend he’s made – they’re on the debate team
together. I smile and pick at my hangnail as he blends in with the crowd.
---
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I’ve found an outlet in sketching the boundaries of objects, enclosing them in dark
lines. Their outlines overlap to make dense jumbles, thin and tangled. The whites shine
through the cracks.
--I try to pick an episode to watch. My friend said I’d like the one where the family is
separated by a snowstorm. My mother calls in the middle of a scene where half the family
is trapped in the car while the other half is stuck at home. The more the mom tries to drive
out of the snowbank, the more the wheels spin in place, peeling back layers of slush.
--This morning it’s the pebbles of lint on my bed sheet. They stick to each other like
Velcro when I pinch them between my fingers. I peel them off one by one into the
trashcan, but they don’t seem to want to take the plunge: the cotton strands hold onto each
other in dramatic embrace. The lint balls clump together like snow.
--Chinese brands of nuts and sunflower seeds sit on the kitchen counter. My father
insists the snacks my mother brings home on her visits back are not even as good as the
ones he can buy from 7-Eleven. He ends up eating my chips instead, forgetting to put the
dip back in the fridge, mold forming in thin lines around the crumbs.
--My curtain is hardly a curtain. It’s a silk bedsheet, yellowing, and thick enough to
mute midday but thin enough to let mornings in. At night, when cars turn into the road
behind our house, tree branches imprint their shadows on the pale canvas, the headlights
confined within my window frame.
--My old drawings still hang in the den. The most recent one is of a frog, stenciled over
fading gray paper. It lurks out from under a membrane of water, eyes delicately filled in.
--She’ll be visiting for the holidays and asks if I need anything.
--My teeth pick at my lips, trying to snag a layer of exposed skin. I peel the skin with my
front teeth, coaxing the strip off and leaving blood beading. The wound stings every time I
go out in the cold air. When a thin layer of skin grows to cover it, I run my tongue over the
frayed patch and it opens like a zipper.
--My friend waves at me in the halls, half-smiling from afar, saying something I can’t
understand. Most days I can’t make him out in the crowds of people that melt by.
--“All I Want for Christmas Is You” plays over the speakers as I get a filling. The drill
keeps rhythm with Mariah’s singing as spit fills up the cavity of my mouth and seeps down
my chin. Stay still, please, or I’ll have to start over again.
--I still buy sketchbooks because the pages are rough and uneven. I like the way they
collect graphite quickly and smudge at the corners. In my current sketchbook, deep
indentations layer the surface of the paper where I’ve pressed down too heavily. The
imprints run several pages deep, causing the pages to clump together. I slowly peel them
apart and blow on the graphite so the images don’t smear.
---
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Citrus juice runs down my wrist, collecting at my elbow. I dig into the orange too
deeply and nectar flicks onto my cheeks. Later that day, an extra orange I brought for
lunch crumples onto itself from the weight of my books. The juices slosh around the
bottom of my backpack, staining my papers in tart, muddy watercolors.
--On the way to pick up my mother from the airport, I peel at my cuticles without
thinking. Streetlights flash by as snow collects on the window in thin sheets. I imagine her
as an outline, her features becoming clearer until they’re vivid enough to see.
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Sarah Smith
I Am
He’s standing there, clad in red cotton armor. His face is clouded by shadows, barely
illuminated by the lit cigarette balanced between his lips. He takes a long drag, breathing
in the darkness before releasing it, its crude color contrasting with the dawning sunset.
Off-set yellow light streams from the window behind him, crawling on his back and the flat
stones below him. Inside the window I can see furrowed brows, shaking hands, and hushed
whispers. The last piece of sun disappears, draping a blue curtain over the land. He blinks,
staring out at the picture before him. I stand there and I look up at him. I watch him in awe,
longing, admiration.
Horror.
Pain.
Disgust.
There he stands, this beautifully awful man dressed in a red jumpsuit, smoking a cigarette
on my back porch, avoiding the worried tones of our family, staring out into the world as if it
doesn’t exist.
There I stand, looking up at my brother, not knowing who he is.
I was four.
I had no inkling of what this moment entailed, how this singular memory would
provide the building blocks for understanding my brother. His condition.
“What’s bipolar?” I ask.
“It’s kind of like being really sad for one day and then really happy the next, but over and
over again,” says mom.
“It’s like having no control over your emotions,” says dad.
“It’s shit,” says my sister.
“Does that make sense?”
I nod politely and quickly leave.
I don’t ask my brother what bipolar is.
I was six.
I didn’t have a full understanding of bipolar. I didn’t know why it changed my brother,
just that it did. But I had a theory. I imagined that being bipolar was like living with a
miniature devil and angel on your shoulders, constantly having to listen to them fight
throughout the day. I imagined them yelling and screaming at my brother, the angel
protecting, the devil manipulating.
My brother’s tell-tale sign that the devil was winning was whenever he wore red.
When I was younger, there were only two colors I hated: pink, and red.
He’s standing behind a wooden podium, hunched over, his hands gripping the sides. On
the podium are wrinkled papers littered with words. He is draped in a blue gown, wearing
a matching cap with a golden tassel. His skin looks shiny and yellowish under the harsh
stadium lights, which oddly make his large teeth look even whiter. He is grinning from ear to
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ear, smiling with utmost sincerity. He looks out into the thousands of people before him, all
wearing the same clothes, and speaks. Long, incomprehensible words flow out of his mouth.
He is talking about something I don’t care to understand. The crowd cheers and claps. He
speaks for a while, and I color in a program. My mom makes me listen as he ends his speech.
“Thank you so much for these experiences, these memories, and I look forward to making
new ones. Congratulations to the graduating class of 2008!”
I was eight.
I didn’t see my brother much. He was out of college, living an independent life, and I
was a prepubescent child dragging up the rear of our family. With my sister now gone to
college, I was really alone. I missed my siblings. When I did see my brother it was during
the summer. He wore a lot of colors. He wore blue and pink and green and purple, but I
loved seeing him in yellow. Yellow made his skin glow a radioactive wave of content and
happiness. He smelled like yellow too; like daisies and sunflowers and honey and squash.
He stopped smelling like black, burnt tobacco.
I stopped seeing red.
My brother opens the door. He is wearing a yellow sweater, which is a bit too fitted to his
body. His hand is hidden behind a small woman. She is smiling. I don’t like her smile.
“Nancy, Dad, Sarah, this is Anya,” my brother says.
“Hello! It’s nice to meet you!” Anya says over-enthusiastically.
Dad shakes her hand. He takes to her immediately.
Mom shakes her hand. She is a bit more hesitant.
I shake her hand. I guess she’s pretty enough.
We greet, eat, and then they leave.
A month later, my brother comes in the door.
“Nancy, Dad, Sarah, this is Nina,” he says.
“Hi there! It’s a pleasure to meet you!” Nina says joyfully.
Dad shakes her hand. He takes to her immediately.
Mom shakes her hand. She is a bit more hesitant.
I shake her hand. I guess she’s pretty enough.
We greet, eat, and then they leave.
Another month later.
“Nancy, Dad, Sarah, this is Greta.”
Greet, eat, and then they leave.
“Nancy, Dad, Sarah, this is Maria.”
“This is Iris.”
“Catherine.”
“Penelope.”
“Julia.”
My brother comes in the door. His arm is wrapped around the shoulders of a tiny woman.
Her arms are crossed and she is curled in on herself. An unexpected grin fills her face. It
seems genuine.
“Nancy, Dad, Sarah, I’d like you to meet Grace,”
“Hi, I’ve heard so much about you all,” Grace says, extending her hand.
Dad shakes her hand. He takes to her immediately.
Mom shakes her hand. She is a bit hesitant.
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I shake her hand. I notice she has a lazy eye.
We greet, eat, and then they leave.
I was nine.
My brother spent a lot of time looking for someone to love, probably because my sister
was already engaged. I thought my brother didn’t want to get left behind or run out of
time. Now I wonder if he was searching for someone to fill the hole in his heart left by his
mother’s death. Most girls didn’t work out.
Grace did. Grace was perfect. She was quiet and shy and bossy, which balanced his
bounding and gullible personality.
Grace was nice. She babysat me. I liked Grace a lot, even her odd lazy eye.
I think Grace was colorblind.
The church looms above us, shadowing us from the sun as we enter its white enclosure.
Wooden benches sporting worn bibles cover the main floor, facing the stage as if they’re
waiting for the show. My brother is standing in front of the priest in a black suit. He looks
down the aisle as Grace appears. She is wearing a long, bleach white dress that glares vividly
at me. I think she looks pretty.
The priest says a few words to represent their different religions. They exchange rings and
kiss. The minister produces a glass wine cup in a white bag. My brother grabs it, puts it on the
floor, and stomps it to break the glass. Grace tries to help but doesn’t do much in her narrow
heels.
“Lehayim, my love,” he says.
“Lehayim,” the church recites.
I was ten.
My brother and Grace were married. They bought a home. A cat. They were thinking
about children. I was going to be an aunt. Things were happy.
Then they weren’t.
“God, that bitch,” dad says, his face buried in his hands. He looks up and notices me. “Oh,
sorry, I didn’t see you there.”
“It’s alright,” I say, grimacing as my maturing voice skips on my vocal chords. I try to
ignore it and continue.
“What’s wrong?”
He looks down at the papers below him and sighs. Deep lines decorate his face as he closes
his hollowed eyes.
“Divorce is never easy. There are so many different factors that come to play, all of which
require a lot of time and money.”
I can tell there’s more. I wait.
He looks at me.
“Grace isn’t making this easy for him. She’s demanding most everything from their
marriage, and she’s not willing to budge.”
There’s a pause.
“Oh,” my voice leaps.
“Yeah,” his voice shakes.
Dad pauses, as if mulling over something.
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“How are you feeling with all of this?”
I’m taken aback by the question, but I don’t show it.
“I’m fine,” I say.
For now, I think.
I was eleven.
My brother moved back into our house, living in the basement. Grace had won the
majority of their household items, and more importantly, almost all of their money. He
was broke. Broken. All I could do was watch him and wait for the red. I didn’t have to
wait long. Red shirts, pants, shoes, and hats hid his skin. Gold jewelry that he couldn’t
afford weighted his wrists and neck. Black smoke haunted him, leaving its rotting stench
wherever he went. My home became a battlefield, covered with dirty red clothes and
cigarette butts.
I learned what fear was in my own home. At night, I couldn’t sleep, even with him two
stories below. While he had and would never purposefully hurt someone, I was still afraid.
I didn’t trust my brother.
No one trusted my brother.
I’m sitting on my couch, curled into a ball. My backpack sits in my lap, its contents
jabbing my stomach. I look at the closed door as I hear shouting from downstairs. I hear
my parents. I hear him. I turn away and cover my ears, shutting my eyes. I don’t know how
much time passes before my mom comes into my room. I quickly compose myself.
“Hi,” she says.
“Hi,” I say.
She sighs.
“Your brother’s a bit angry at the moment.” She flinches as a shout breaches the room. “I
want you to stay up here. I’m going to call the school and tell them that we’re running late, or
that you’re not feeling well. When he calms down, I’ll get you to school, alright?”
I nod, removing a book from my backpack.
“I promise this won’t happen again.”
That’s what she said last time. The time before that.
She pauses.
“Are you okay?”
“I’m fine.”
“It’s okay if you’re not.”
“I’m fine, really.”
A shout comes from downstairs. The sound of breaking glass echoes throughout the house.
My mom leaves, rushing downstairs.
I don’t know why I keep lying.
I was twelve.
It was around this time that I revised how I interpreted bipolar. As my mind matured,
the devil and angel transformed into a pendulum. The average person’s pendulum swings
from one end, happiness, to the opposite end, sadness, never staying in one too long,
always balancing between the two. My brother’s pendulum moved more extremely,
swinging to the highest heights of elatedness before gravity viciously tore it back down
to reality and into a dark, horrible depression. More often than not, his pendulum got
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jammed during that swing and I never knew when he would come back to me or how
long he would stay unstuck.
My brother eventually moved out. He wasn’t ready, but he was tired of living with his
parents. With him left the smog that tainted the air, the red that covered the walls and
floors.
I didn’t miss him.
It’s morning.
The phone rings and mom answers it.
I try to listen, but she isn’t talking.
She calls out for my dad.
They leave the room. I follow them.
I find them huddled in the hallway, crying into each others arms.
I ask them what’s wrong.
They don’t hear me.
I ask again, slightly louder.
There’s a pause.
It’s your brother, they say.
He tried to kill himself.
I was thirteen.
There was red everywhere. There was no escaping it. It stained his body, his clothes, his
sheets. It dripped onto the floor, slowly seeping into the carpet. That’s what I was told,
anyway. My parents didn’t let me near his apartment for months after my brother slit his
wrist.
The night before the phone call, my brother had taken a dangerous amount of
prescription drugs and had carved opened his veins. Lying on his bed, he waited for death
Death was late; my brother was still alive the next morning when the house cleaners found
him. They called the police and then they called my mom. My brother was sent to the
hospital, where he stayed in ICU for a few days and then the mental ward for a few weeks.
The day my brother tried to kill himself, I got my first period.
My brother opens the door, hesitantly entering the house. I don’t look at him, choosing to
stare at the sandwich I’m making. My parents are with him, and as they remove their coats,
he comes towards me.
“Hey, squirt,” he says.
“Hi,” I say.
He holds out his hand to shake. I shake it briefly and quickly turn it over. I shove up his
sleeve and see — nothing.
My brows furrow.
“Wrong wrist,” He says quietly, rolling up his right sleeve.
The scar is purple, lined with black stitches. It’s swollen and irritated from the silver watch
he’s using to cover it.
I look up at him.
“It will heal.”
He gives a faint smile and rolls down his sleeve.
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I was still thirteen.
For my brother, the year was filled with failing medications, struggles with addictions,
and traveling between psychiatrists and mental wards. For me, the year was filled with
school, self discovery, and anticipatory bad news. My brother visited every month or so,
each trip finding him more timid than the last. I slowly watched as my brother changed
from his recurring red figure to another person I hadn’t met at all. He talked slowly and
quietly and rarely made eye contact, as if he feared his whispers and glances were spiked
whips, hurting those around him.
The more my brother visited, the less I wanted to see him.
“We’re serving eight this year, right?” I ask.
“Yes, eight,” my mom answers, engrossed with the final touches of her meal.
“That includes him.”
“Yes.”
There’s a pause. I can feel his aura weighted in the air around us, mingling with the smell
of sweet potatoes, corn, and bread.
“Is he doing better?” I ask, remembering how my brother called me with an incoherent
presence a few days prior. I’d lost count of how many times he had asked me how I was doing
during the call.
“Your father seems to think so.”
“What do you think?”
Another pause.
“He’s not himself.”
I already knew that.
“I’m allowed to leave the house whenever, right?” I ask, coughing as I think about the
black smog that follows him again.
“Yes, just let me know.”
I begin to think of different ways to escape my home’s entanglement. Volleyball practice,
gym, Black Friday, friend’s houses, homework at the library. My brother won’t know; his
current mindset is too naive and child-like to think otherwise. I just have to make it through
tonight, come up with excuses until he leaves.
“Time for dinner!” My mom exclaims, a grin plastered on her face for all our guests.
We migrate to the dining room, sitting as our meal is placed before us. A wrinkled yellow
tablecloth drapes in front of me, hiding the ages old dining table. My hands embrace those
next to me; my mother and father. Their hands link to the person next to them, to the person
next to them, and so on until our incomplete table of seven is almost all joined together. I
look towards the hole in the chain, the eighth empty chair. My mom glances at my father,
nodding her head towards the seat. “I’ll get him,” my father says, creating another hole. We
all wait at the table, glancing between one another, our silence soon broken by the blaring of
rap music from drugstore earbuds. My brother walks in, nodding his head, blindly staring in
front of him, mumbling incoherent words offbeat to his music. My dad follows, taking his seat
and joining hands. He motions to my brother, who is still standing. My brother shakes his
head, looks around as if he’s seeing us for the first time, then sits. My mother coughs.
“Would you mind turning off the music?” She says, smiling politely.
My brothers jerks his head towards her and detachedly says, “Yeah, sure, of course.”
He removes the earbuds and lowers the volume one loud click at a time until no noise can
be
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heard, pocketing his phone and finally joining with the rest of us. We have a brief moment
of silence before my dad begins to say what he’s thankful for. My mom shoots a glare at him.
We weren’t supposed to do that this year.
We go down in a row, saying our thanks. Most everyone says the same thing- food, shelter,
family, friends, etc- with either more or less eloquence than the one before them. Soon it’s
my brother’s turn.
You don’t have to say anything, I think.
“You don’t have to say anything,” my mom says.
“I want to,” he says, aimlessly looking forward.
His eyes briefly fill with purpose, making eye contact with us all before declaring, “I am
thankful for food, family, friends — no — food, women, family, and friends. In that order.”
A light chuckle rumbles over the heavy silence.
His mouth droops open. He doesn’t get the joke, but laughs along in accordance, looking
around with a question on his face. He’s like a toddler; he has no comprehension of what
we’re thinking right now. What I’m thinking right now.
Just keep smiling, I tell myself.
He doesn’t need to know.
He’ll never need to know.
I was seventeen.
I am seventeen.
I won’t always be seventeen.
Soon, seventeen will be just another memory, a wisp of slipping youth; seventeen will
become paired with thirteen, and eleven, and nine, and eight, and four, and so on and so
forth as my memory shrinks and expands all at once. Images will begin to fade and lose
saturation, turning reds into grays and dimming the glint of his gold watch, until all I am
left with is my brother and me, standing on our back porch, staring out at the colorless
sunset, pretending that the world doesn’t exist.
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Alyssa Zaczek

Alyssa Zaczek is a fiction writer, playwright and journalist from Chicago, IL, currently
living and working in St. Cloud, Minnesota. She is a graduate of Columbia College
Chicago’s interdisciplinary Writing for Performance B.A. program; her plays have been
performed across the Midwest. She is currently working on her debut novel. She lives in a
hundred-year-old house with her fiance, Brian, and their three cats.

Nonfiction
Arielle Silver
Arielle Silver writes stories and songs. Her music has been licensed internationally for
film and television, and her prose has recently appeared or is forthcoming in Under The
Gum Tree, Brevity, Gulf Stream, From Sac, and Lilith Magazine. She is at work on a memoir about love and step/mothering, and an historical novel set in the bebop and burlesque
world of New York in the 1940s. www.ariellesilver.com.

High School
Jaya Alagar
Jaya Alagar is a high school photographer from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She is
extremely excited to have Jet Fuel Review publish three monochrome photographs from
her series, “Confined,” which depicts raw human emotion from the perspective of a
teenage girl. The simplicity of her photographs offers her audience a chance at selfreflection and an opportunity to explore society’s impact on their identities. When not
photographing portraits, Jaya loves writing, studying history, and playing with her cats.
Artist Statement
Monochrome photography, especially portrait photography, gives me an opportunity
to express myself through pixels. I was greatly inspired by the work of photographer
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Francesca Woodman in creating this series. The photographs in my series, “Confined,”
were taken with my older sister as a model. My photographs, all devoid of color,
emphasize the interplay between subject and situation and heighten the contrast between
social groups and ostracized individuals. Unlike words, pixels do not need to be spoken,
and the emotions they evoke in audiences are universal and uncontrived. I strive to create
this raw human emotion through my works.

Sophia Bruce

Sophia Bruce is a high school student in the 10th grade at ACES ECA in New Haven,
Connecticut. She is sixteen years old. She has won two Scholastic gold keys and one silver
key for previous works of poetry and memoir.

A'ishah Cerrato
A’ishah Cerrato is a student at Miami Arts Charter in the Creative Writing Program. He
has been published in two anthologies and has been awarded two gold keys and a silver
key in Scholastics. He also enjoys reading and writing prose and poetry.

Katia Dermott
Katia Dermott, a high school senior in New Hampshire, is an aspiring writer and
photographer. She hopes to work with human rights in the future, but for now writes
mostly personal pieces that reflect on human interaction with the world. Katia believes
writing is a form of art intended to be interpreted, understood, and liked in many
different ways, never with a single style for a single piece. She’s received Scholastic Art &
Writing awards and has been published by the Putney School as well as in the literary
magazine Layman’s Way.

Luta Fast Dog
Luta Fast Dog is a high school senior attending Saint Francis Indian School on the
Rosebud Sioux Tribe reservation in South Dakota. She enjoys reading, writing, and
making art. She dreams of becoming an editor or published author and illustrator of
children’s books.

Courtney Felle
Courtney Felle is currently a senior in high school. She has been writing for the majority
of her life, in most every genre. Outside of writing, she enjoys hiking, reading, and
volunteering in the greater Buffalo area, particularly with kids. She wants to study
political science and creative writing in college, hoping to someday work in and/or with
government in creating more social and legal progress in America.

Stephen French
Stephen French is a hard-headed seventeen year old, bent on upending the world’s
current perceptions of poetry. His pieces are fresh, encompassing, and distinctly witty. In
approximately four years, Stephen French will be a national name -- give him two more
after that and he’ll be known ocean to ocean. This guy has got it going on. He is pleased to
be represented in Jet Fuel Review, and will undoubtedly pursue a future in writing.
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Cady Hockman
Cady Hockman is a 17 year old senior from the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia. She is an
advocate for compassion and literacy, and a skilled pizza maker. Having developed a
fervent interest in poetry, Cady will write until the commencement of Sherlock series 5 or
our universe’s heat death (whichever comes first). She extends encouragement and thanks
to all that dare to create.

Sabina Jia
Sabina Jia is a high school student who just has a lot of stories she wishes to share with the
world. "Anthems" is her first published work, and like many of her other stories, it is
influenced by the (extra)ordinary people and places she sees all around her. When she
isn’t writing, she enjoys taking long walks in the city, immersing herself in other cultures,
and just trying to live as much as she can (in the strange way that teenagers do).

Nates Jones

Nate Jones is a current junior at Princeton Day School and is a long time writer and
English-enthusiast. He was recently recognized by the National Scholastic Art and
Writing Awards, and he has two plays published by Samuel French. He would like his
words to speak for themselves for art is the highest form of expression!

Seowon Lee

Seowon Lee first spoke Korean, and first read and wrote English. She often bumps into
people at Adlai E. Stevenson High School where she reads even as she walks down the hall
and hopes that someday she will have all the right words for all the right moments. She is
an editor for her school’s literary magazine The Wit.

Kelley Liu

Kelley Liu, a junior, attends Troy High School in Troy, Michigan. A graduate of the Iowa
Young Writers’ Studio, his prose and poetry has been recognized by the Scholastic Art
and Writing Awards, among others. In addition to reading and writing, Kelley enjoys
anything cold and is proud to say he has all 32 of his teeth.

Margaret Schnabel

Margaret Schnabel was born and raised in Indiana. Her poetry has appeared in
Alexandria Quarterly, Literary Orphans, and Words Dance Magazine, among others, and
has been recognized by the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards. She is the 2017 recipient
of the Hoosier Creativity Award for poetry.

Ashira Shirali

Ashira Shirali is a high school student from Gurgaon, India. Her work has been published
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in 99 Pine Street, Germ Magazine, Parallax Literary Journal and Moledro Magazine. You
can find her reading with a cup of tea on most days.

Sahara Sidi
Sahara Sidi is a Junior at the Appomattox Regional Governor’s School and a National
Medalist in the Scholastic Art & Writing Awards. She enjoys doing things she’s not
supposed to for the sake of memoir content and consuming copious amounts of coffee.

Laine Sills
Laine Sills is currently 17 years old and resides in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. She loves
dogs and enjoys taking very long showers. She is excited to continue to explore creative
writing and is utterly flattered to have been published in Jet Fuel Review.

Sarah Smith
Sarah Smith is currently a junior at Manlius Pebble Hill school in Dewitt, New York. In
addition to her passion for writing, Sarah is an active participant in theater tech, varsity
soccer and volleyball, the visual arts, and aspires for a career in computer science and
technology. Sarah hopes to be able to continue and grow her love for writing after high
school, as well as expand her piece “I Am” as its story continues.

Elyse Thomas
Elyse Thomas is a student in the creative writing program at Miami Arts Charter School.
She has been and currently is being published in 5 poetry anthologies. She has also
received 2 gold keys, 3 silver keys, and 4 honorable mentions in Scholastic. Elyse has read
her poetry on the stage of the Adrienne Arsht Center.

Daisy Bucio Velazquez

Daisy Bucio Velazquez is a senior at Phoenix Military Academy. She is from the far
SouthWest side of Chicago. Daisy is a woman activist and believes in representing
Xicanismo, Mexican-American culture. Her goal is to bring awareness and defeat the
stereotypes imposed upon her by these two societies.

Elizabeth Wing
Elizabeth Wing is a high school junior with a collection of broken mechanical pencils
and an obsession with Taxidermy. Her writings spur from the crux of the creepy and the
delicate. She lives in California and worships the work of Gary Snyder.

Michal Zadok

Michal Zadok is seventeen and lives in Stony Brook, New York. She is a senior at Ward
Melville High School. She has been writing fiction for as long as she can remember
because her goal is to bring her fantastical world to life.
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